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INTRODUCTION 
Atherosclerosis is a cardiovascular disease of increasing incidence 
in today's population. It is usually associated with a buildup of tissue 
and fat on the intimai surface of the affected vessel called athero­
sclerotic plaque. Plaque, when deposited in heavy amounts, may accumulate 
substances such as calcium and result in a functional reduction in lumen 
area. Reductions in luminal area result in an arterial stenosis. Athero­
sclerosis-induced arterial stenoses produce symptomatic disability in 
approximately one million patients annually in the United States (Fronek 
et al., 1973). As arterial stenosis increases in severity it is generally 
assumed that nutritive blood flow through the region will be significantly 
disturbed (Young, 1979). 
Chronic exposure to exercise has been shown to enhance vascular pro­
liferation in peripheral muscle beds (Thulesius, 1972; Conrad, 1976) and 
in coronary beds (Tepperman and Pearlman, 1961; Stevenson et al., 1954). 
The regulation of tissue hypoxia in an exercising bed can be significantly 
altered by reduction of flow to that bed. Usually, however, the recruit­
ment of various anastomosing vessels limits the extent of hypoxia by sup­
plying alternate "collateral" pathways for nutritive blood supply. The 
collateral vasculature possesses the ability IG maintain normoxia in the 
peripheral bed even with a single complete blockage of a nutrient artery. 
Unfortunately, in advanced stages of arterial disease, one localized 
blockage is rare. The functional ability of the collateral network to 
bypass obstruction is compromised with multiple arterial blockages and 
hypoxic conditions are inevitable even at resting metabolic levels. In 
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addition, any action which would depress the recruitment of the collateral 
network may enhance tissue hypoxia further. Thrombotic arterial obstruc­
tion has been shown to inhibit col lateralization and enhance hypoxia 
(Schaub et al., 1982) while mechanical arterial obstruction has been shown 
to enhance collateral proliferation (Eckstein et al., 1941). 
The delivery of oxygen and other nutrients to the peripheral beds 
involves two steps. Vascular transportation by the blood to the capillary 
bed and local delivery by diffusion. The efficiency of the circulatory 
apparatus therefore depends on the success with which it maintains the 
supply of oxygen to maintain aerobic metabolism. If aerobic metabolism 
cannot be maintained due to either excessive vascular demand or vascular 
insufficiency, then a functional decrease in muscle contractility must 
eventually occur. The reduction in contractility may therefore reflect 
the state of vascular insufficiency in that muscle. 
The purpose of the present study was to examine the relationship 
between vascular insufficiency and muscle contractility employing the 
exercised rodent as a animal model. Specifically, the purposes were as 
follows: 
i) to assess the hemodynamic response of the rodent peripheral 
vascular bed at rest and under the induced metabolic stress of 
exercise; 
ii) to assess this response in relation to mechanical arterial occlu­
sion and complete occlusion by induced atherosclerosis in the left 
hind limb; 
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iii) to correlate myographic activity, vascular perfusion, and electro­
myographic potentials to assess the functional integrity of the 
hind limb; and 
iv) to determine the effect of exercise training on modifying the 
animal's response to vascular obstruction. 
This research is presented in two sections. Section 1 explores the 
relationship between arterial hemodynamics during two types of vascular 
obstruction and the change in muscle contractility. Section 2 deals with 
correlating the electromyographic signal obtained during progressive 
levels of muscle fatigue with the degree of vascular insufficiency. 
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PART 1. FLOW DYNAMICS OF THE ARTERIAL OCCLUSION 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Arterial Disease 
A failure of oxygen supply to meet peripheral muscular demands in the 
body results in ischemia, which when uncorrected may lead to pain, ne­
crosis and subsequent amputation. The most common cause of low peripheral 
oxygen delivery is vascular atherosclerosis. Peripheral atherosclerotic 
disease (PAD) produces symptomatic disability in over one million pa­
tients annually in the United States (Fronek et al., 1973) and is the 
largest cause of death in the western world. 
This pathological condition is characterized by the abnormal accumu­
lation of lipids and fibrous tissues in the walls of the affected vessel. 
As this accumulation increases, the inner vascular wall may protrude into 
the lumen thereby reducing cross sectional area and forming what is termed 
as a stenosis. Associated with this stenosis may be complete occlusion 
due to excessive thrombus formation. The resulting cessation of main 
channel blood flow may lead to ischemic destruction of the muscles 
nourished by that artery. 
Atherosclerosis is a focal disease which occurs predominantly in 
certain regions of the arterial system. It is strongly affected by the 
level of circulating lipids (especially cholesterol) and seems to be re­
lated to the ability of the arteries to transport and metabolize lipids 
(Hess, 1976; Carvalho et al., 1974). Atherosclerosis, complete vascular 
occlusion and critical stenoses are all associated with platelet aggrega­
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tion (Folts et al., 1973; Uchida et al., 1980). Platelets are blood cells 
used in the naturally occurring clotting process used for repair during 
vascular injury. However, interactions between platelets and a damaged 
endothelial lining may lead to thrombus formation (Danese and Haimov, 
1971; Coe and Salzman, 1975; Horie et al., 1978). A platelet aggregate 
developing on a damaged vessel wall may be considered a hemostatic plug 
at its onset but is only classified as a thrombus if normal blood flow is 
prevented (Thomas, 1972). Thrombi do not always occur in relation to such 
damage but have been implicated as the major source of arterial thrombosis 
leading to atherosclerotic plaque development (Mehta et al., 1978; 
Mustard, 1972; Wu and Hoak, 1974). 
The mechanisms of platelet aggregation which are believed to be 
relative to arterial thrombosis are: 
1) adherence of platelets to exposed collagen in the vessel wall; 
2) release of ADP forming the basis of a biochemical chain responsi­
ble for platelet buildup; 
3) the release of blood coagulation products increasing platelet 
aggregation; and 
4) the stabilizing effect of fibrin on blood (Ross and Glomset, 
1973). 
Platelets do not adhere normally to endothelial linings and it is only 
when the endothelium is removed, exposing the subendothelium, that a 
platelet thrombus develops. The extent of injury has to be fairly sub­
stantial to produce this thrombus (Balleisen and Rauterberg, 1980), 
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Endothelial cell damage, platelet aggregation and resulting distal 
tissue ischemia are all associated with partial or complete arterial 
occlusion. These trigger a sequence of biochemical events which eventual­
ly lead to the release of vasoactive substances including ADP, prosta­
glandins, thromboxane and serotonin. The release of ADP and serotonin 
into the surrounding plasma results in a process known as the release re­
action (Thomas, 1972; Ross and Glomset, 1973). Thomas (1972) outlined 
that as this ADP-induced release reaction occurs, more platelets are 
stimulated to aggregate (secondary aggregation) resulting in a large 
loosely aggregated thrombus. This thrombus then provides the lipoprotein 
surface catalytic site for interaction and activation of plasma clotting 
factors. These factors along with a group of platelet phospholipids known 
as platelet factor 3 (PF-3) are involved in the conversion of prothrombin 
to thrombin. Thrombin then catalyzes the fibrinogen to fibrin conversion 
which crosslinks the platelet aggregate into a hemostatically effective 
mass (Weiss, 1975; Williams, 1974). 
In addition to being stimulated by endothelial disruption, platelets 
can be stimulated by a variety of artificial means. Williams et al. 
(1970) observed platelet disruption and release of secretory granules 
when platelet samples were exposed to shear stresses of 100-200 dynes/cm^. 
Williams (1974) also showed that serotonin was released by microstreaming 
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acoustic fields resulting in shear stresses greater than 130 dynes/cm . 
Mehta et al. (1978) found that platelet aggregation increased during 
tachycardia stress in coronary care patients and suggested that in some 
patients, platelet consumption or destruction may occur within athero­
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sclerotic vasculature. Increased stress-induced platelet aggregation has 
been supported by Mustard (1972), Ambler and Spicer (1980), Haft and Fani 
(1973), Brown et al., 1975, Hellstrom (1979), Haft et al. (1972), and 
Kumpuris et al. (1980), although aggregation was decreased by the presence 
of aspirin (Broustet et al., 1976; Kumpuris et al., 1980; Hess, 1976; 
Schaub et al., 1982, 1981), propanolol (Mehta et al., 1978), and indo-
methacin (Helenski et al., 1980). 
A multiplicity of techniques exist for inducing arterial injury re­
sulting in atherosclerotic plaque development in an experimental animal 
(Deaton and Anlyan, 1950). Among these are mechanical ligation or crush­
ing of the artery (Wexler, 1979), exposure of intraarterial collagen 
(Balleisen and Rauterberg, 1980), injection of increased ADP levels within 
isolated segments (Mehta et al., 1978), extreme cold (Hess, 1976), 
catecholamine injection (Haft and Fani, 1973; Hess and Frost, 1969), high 
frequency vibration (Williams et al., 1970), induced hypoxia (Bierman 
et al., 1974), and aortic balloon catheter injury (Clowes and Clowes, 
1980). The immediate result was a developing arterial thrombus which was 
difficult to characterize and almost impossible to reproduce. The works 
of Hess (1976), Fry (1968), Hellstrom (1979), and Sakarias et al. (1980) 
show that increased shear rates accompanying increased pulsatile flow 
velocity over a damaged region will enhance the growth of larger throm­
botic lesions. 
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Collateral Blood Flow 
In many tissues and organs, the supply of oxygen and nutrients is 
assured for conditions of both resting and moderate metabolic need through 
multiple anastamosing arterial channels called collaterals. Collateral 
vasculature which may expand and carry additional blood to ischemic re­
gions usually maintains skeletal muscle in a normoxic condition unless 
excessive cardiovascular disease or extreme metabolic need occurs. The 
capacity of the peripheral beds to maintain oxygenation varies considera­
bly from muscle to muscle and animal to animal (Fronek et al., 1973). 
Since the first proof of the existence of a collateral circulation by 
Dr. J. Hunter in 1785 (Owen, 1861), a great deal of research has been done 
in an attempt to characterize both the anatomical organization and hemo-
dynamic/biochemical interactions of the collateral network. Brkic and 
Laszt (1973) determined that collateral circulation was only adequate for 
resting metabolism. Vasodilators could not therapeutically augment the 
recruitment of collaterals but one factor determined tc be highly effec­
tive was exercise training (Thulesius, 1972). Whether the stimulus for 
the activation of the collateral arterial supply is biochemical in nature 
(Imhoff, 1961; Donald and Ferguson, 1970; Kiss et al., 1970; Brkic and 
Laszt, 1973) or purely physical in nature (Conrad et al., 1971; Giron 
et al., 1973; Honig, 1979; Barnes, 1980) is a topic of argument which will 
continue for years. 
Mohrman and Feigl (1978) and Ribeiro et al. (1979) showed that col­
lateral blood flow was correlated to the muscle's metabolic state and the 
regulatory role of oxygen. Olsson (1970) and Berne et al. (1971) found 
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threefold increases in adenosine, a breakdown product of ATP, in blood 
effluent from tissues distal to an arterial obstruction. They speculated 
on the possible role of adenosine in collateral recruitment. Berne (1980) 
later found a close correlation between blood adenosine levels and tissue 
pOg. He postulated that the adenosine mediated maintenance of collateral 
recruitment was due to increased adenyl-cyclase activity resulting from 
increased tissue adenosine levels. Adenyl-cyclase increased c-AMP, which 
then may have reduced cell permeability for calcium or blocked calcium 
uptake by the vascular smooth muscle. 
Brkic and Laszt (1973) showed that there was an increase in blood 
flow to contralateral unobstructed limbs of rats as compared to ipsi-
lateral obstructed limbs. This increase was thought to be the result of 
released vasodilitary agents and subsequent delivery throughout the ani­
mals. Accumulation of metabolic byproducts was again suggested as the 
cause of reflex peripheral chemoreceptor activity in the work of Kitamura 
et al. (1980). A decrease in blood flow was seen in unexercising limbs 
when compared to exercising limbs and this was explained by increased 
hydrogen ion concentration, increased pCOg and lactate accumulation. 
Rosenthal and Guyton (1968) observed a rapid and major contribution 
of collateral vessels during the first few seconds of an occlusion. This 
was followed by a slower and more prolonged change over time. The subse­
quent distal ischemia was associated with hypotension and produced a re­
flex vasodilation of the collateral bed. They suggested that hypoxia 
modulated the contribution of the collaterals. Weiss (1980) showed that 
the oxygen consuinption of muscle during arterial hypoxia remained con­
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stant. Homeostasis was maintained predominantly by capillary dilatation 
rather than increases in flow due to collateral recruitment. This view 
was supported by Thulesius (1963) who exhibited that no significant change 
in collateral flow occurred immediately after occlusion of the nutrient 
supply. However, after a few minutes, peripheral vasodilation would occur 
always preceding the recruitment of collaterals. Collateral recruitment 
was improved by exercise (Thulesius, 1972; Abramson, 1980) and occurred 
even in the presence of complete arterial occlusion (Rutherford and 
Valenta, 1971). 
Early work by Longland (1953) proposed a general schematic model for 
collateralization and suggested that the primary impetus for recruitment 
was mechanical or in specific increased flow velocity. In lower hindlimb 
stenosis, a point is reached where only a slight increase in severity or 
percent of luminal obstruction results in large changes in pressure drop 
and decreases in flow through the stenosis. It was also suggested that 
somewhere within this same hemodynamic operating range, the collateral 
vasculature was recruited. This is defined as a "critical stenosis" 
(Young and Tsai, 1973). Young et al. (1977) showed that this "critical 
stenosis" was much more important as arterial flow level increased. 
Collateral blood flow in the hindlimb of dog has been shown to change 
significantly only after a 95% decrease in cross sectional area of the 
nutrient artery by mechanical plugging occurred (Roth et al., 1976; 
Walinsky et al., 1979). However, in all of these studies, collateral 
resistance did not change significantly suggesting that maximum dilatation 
had already occurred. Stenosis resistance increased with increasing ob-
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struction reaching a critical level which was dependent on the flow rate 
through the stenosis. Peripheral resistance dropped markedly at all 
higher levels of stenosis, however, neither collateral flow nor resistance 
was affected. Walinsky et al. (1979) did suggest that collaterals have a 
limited role during distal vasodilation. Vasodilation caused by drug 
infusion, ischemia or hypoxia was associated with normal pressure and re­
sistance decreases distal to the stenosis along with increased stenosis 
resistance (Young, 1979; Schwartz et al., 1979, 1980). This led to 
potentiation of the hemodynamic severity of the stenosis. Collateral re­
sistance changes could only be induced by exercise (Khudaiberdyyev and 
Kulikov, 1971; Thulesius, 1972). Gregg and Patterson (1980) showed that a 
stenotic pressure drop of 6-9 mm Hg was all that was required to initiate 
collateral blood flow. This was produced in arteries with 50% reductions 
in lumen diameter and was accompanied by severe changes in flow. Folts 
et al. (1973) contradict this work by producing no changes in collateral 
blood flow with 52% obstruction and stenotic pressure gradients of 10 
mm Hg. They found that when the stenosis was increased to 78% of the 
lumen diameter, a critical stenosis was created. This was associated with 
intravascular obstruction, endothelial cell damage, high stenotic pressure 
drop and a cessation of hyperemic response. These findings were confirmed 
by Santamore et al. (1980). 
Beckman et al. (1979) observed the inverse relationship between maxi­
mum blood flow and peripheral resistance was altered when the stenosis 
severity reached 80%. A 98% obstruction of the artery resulted in a 25% 
decrease in flow in the work of Kubicka et al. (1979). This supported the 
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work of Folts et al. (1973) who produced a decrease in flow with 70% 
stenosis and potentiated the severity of the occlusion by infusion of 
epinephrine. 
Walinsky et al. (1979) began to fill in the gap between the bio­
chemical or mechanical events that stimulate collateral recruitment. They 
defied the concept of fixed stenosis resistance by showing that stenotic 
resistance was dynamic, being influenced by a variety of factors. These 
included platelet aggregation, collateral hemodynamics, turbulence and 
release of vasoactive metabolites. Roth et al. (1976) proposed that the 
blood supply to a peripheral bed, even with moderate or severe stenosis of 
the nutrient vessel, was due to interaction between collateral and periph­
eral vascular resistances. They found that during distal vasodilation re­
sulting from increased metabolic activity, distal pressure decreased and 
stenotic pressure drop increased. This caused already moderately severe 
stenoses to become functionally more severe. This would then affect col­
lateral flow and flow through the stenosis as well. Similar work by Carew 
et al. (1968) found that these effects could be attributed to peripheral 
vasodilation coupled with decreased intraluminal pressure. This led to 
passive narrowing of the vessel lumen. 
The consensus today seems to favor the idea that collateral channels 
open in response to a pressure gradient which is created across the col­
lateral bed of interest. Metabolic and neurogenic factors do, however, 
play a significant role in modifying this response. Simple mechanical 
obstruction is not all that is involved in in vivo arterial occlusion 
(Wipple et al., 1972). In arteries, the classical procession of events 
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occurring during thrombosis as outlined by Wipple et al. (1972) are: 
1) primary development of thrombus material in the lumen of an al­
ready sclerotic vessel 
2) platelet aggregation induced clotting provoked by hemorrhage into 
a growing plaque; and 
3) obstruction of a nutrient artery by an overgrown or dislodged 
plaque. 
They suggest that since the major causes of PAD are clot emboli and throm­
bosis, the use of mechanical methods rather than arterial thrombosis in 
experimental animals may not recreate the naturally occurring process 
known to exist. 
Gould (1978) suggested that measuring stenosis severity by mechanical 
measurements of percent cross sectional area was unrealistic and an over­
simplified approach. He based this thought on the finding that changing 
the geometry of the stenosis without changing the percent reduction in 
cross sectional area alone altered both pressure drop and flow. He found 
that stenotic length, absolute diameter, divergence angle, eccentricity, 
turbulence and flow separation produced cumulative effects on the hemo­
dynamics of the system. 
Schaub et al. (1977) and Wipple et al. (1972) suggested that the 
clinical consequences of arterial thrombosis are not entirely attributed 
to mechanical factors in the system but may be related to the depression 
of collateralization by the thrombus formation. Patients with total ob­
struction of a large vascular branch may sometimes have enough collateral 
vasculature to preserve both muscle function and an asymptomatic state. 
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Conversely, patients with variant claudication may have only minimal 
atherosclerosis. 
Schaub et al. (1976, 1977) showed decreases in collateral blood flow 
with thrombotic obstruction in comparison to mechanical obstruction of the 
same degree. This was thought to be due to the release of serotonin and 
adenosine diphosphate in the local region. Brkic and Laszt (1973) showed 
a wide variation in muscle contractile failure in rats in response to 
acute femoral ligation. Imhoff (1961) exhibited that acute ligation of 
the feline distal aorta produced only a transient abnormality while liga­
tion in conjunction with a thromboplastin-induced clot caused paralysis, 
loss of iliac pulse and cold extremities. Arteriography showed the 
presence of collateral vasculature in the acutely ligated animals which 
could be significantly reduced in clotted animals. Imhoff attributed the 
clot depression of collaterals to release of vasoactive substances. 
From a clinical perspective, a critical level of PAD may be defined 
as one resulting in frequent pain at rest. From a physiological perspec­
tive, it may be defined as one which diminishes segmental perfusion of the 
bed below basal requirements. Finally, from an engineering perspective, 
it may be defined as that level which any small increase will result in 
profound hemodynamic alterations. Each perspective relates to the ability 
of the vascular network (both main channel and collateral) to supply 
oxygen to the peripheral bed. 
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Reactive Hyperemia 
Determination of the vascular system's functional ability to supply 
nutrient can be obtained by artificially blocking the main nutrient artery 
for about 20 seconds to produce local ischemia and temporary oxygen de­
ficiency. By releasing the blockage, blood velocity reaches its peak for 
that particular vessel. The ratio between that artery's maximum and rest­
ing velocities is an index of the vessel's integrity and ability to de­
liver blood at different flow rates (Land and Lewis, 1981). A significant 
amount of information about the vascular status can also be obtained by 
analyzing the time related course of "reactive hyperemia" that replenishes 
this experimentally induced arterial debt (D'Inverno, 1980). 
Burton and Johnson (1972) showed that the hyperemic response occurred 
by augmentation of flow through existing capillaries rather than recruit­
ment of new parallel ones. Fairchild et al. (1966) and Crawford et al. 
(1959) found that reactive hyperemic recovery of the peripheral bed was 
halted in the absence of oxygen. They concluded that the oxygen debt v.'as 
the dominant factor in determining the animal's response during reactive 
hyperemia. 
Realizing that resting blood flow may be normal even with severe 
arterial disease, the standard hyperemic test used to evaluate the circu­
lation as outlined by Fronek et al. (1973) follows: 
1. An occluding device such as a blood pressure cuff is inflated to 
suprasystolic pressures around the upper thigh for four minutes. 
This results in complete cessation of arterial flow. 
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2. During this period, increasing concentrations of anaerobic 
metabolites, potassium release and local increases in osmolality 
occur leading to profound vasodilation and decreases in vascular 
resistance. 
3. Release of the occluding cuff then results in a prompt increase 
in arterial flow velocity. 
Two measurements are subsequently made on the resulting flow waveform 
pattern. Measurement of the percent increase in velocity over control 
(VR) and measurement of the duration of time necessary for the flow 
velocity to return half-way to control (Tl/2) are made. 
The physiological significance of the increased peak arterial veloci­
ty and decay rate is still uncertain. The height of the peak postocclu-
sive reactive hyperemic response may be best related to the immediate 
hemodynamics after occlusion. Profound decreases in peripheral resistance 
of the ischemic and vasodilated muscular bed would result in large flow 
velocity increases (Sullivan, 1976), and subsequent oxygen debt repayment. 
These measurements may be seriously affected by several factors including 
1) proximal occlusion of an artery feeding the limb, 2) distal occlusion 
or multiple small vessel thrombosis, 3) collateral flow development, thus 
an external source of Og developing, and 4) severe ischemia in the vascu­
lar bed producing a continuous maximally dilated condition (Fronek et al., 
1973). This technique cannot distinguish between these factors. 
Thulesius (1963) showed that in normal individuals, VR averaged 225± 
16.2 percent coupled with a Tl/2 of 25.2±1.2 seconds. Patients with 
severe arterial disease exhibited VRs of 55,0±6.2 percent coupled with an 
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increased Tl/2 of 47.1+1.5 seconds. He proposed that Tl/2 was possibly a 
good indicator of peripheral vascular disease when used in conjunction 
with VR. Fronek et al. (1973) examined the relationship between the loca­
tion of peripheral obstruction and the measurement of VR and Tl/2. Normal 
individuals exhibited an average VR of 209±95.5 percent coupled with a 
Tl/2 of 26.4±8.5 seconds. Patients with severe aortoiliac stenosis ex­
hibited VRs of 136.9±111.9 percent and VRs of 46.0±21.9 seconds. Patients 
with femoropopliteal obstructions exhibited VRs depressed to 47.6+53 per­
cent coupled with Tl/2s of 63.7±50.8 seconds. Patients with severe PAD 
exhibiting both aortoiliac and femoropopliteal obstructions had VRs 
averaging 42.7+59.8 percent and Tl/2s averaging 41.3±21.4. This suggested 
that difficulty evolves when quantitating a measurement that is made by a 
qualitative method, and more specifically, whether arterial velocity 
measurements accurately assess arterial flow conditions. Dr. C. B. Wright 
of University Hospitals in Iowa City, Iowa compared artériographie evalua­
tions of arteries narrowed between 5 and 90 percent to vascular reserve 
measurements of those same vessels using the standard reactive hyperemic 
tests. He concluded that arteriography was accurate in identification of 
the location of arterial blockage but that there was no correlation be­
tween the artériographie records and the vascular reserve measurements 
(Land and Lewis, 1981). 
Ward and Martin (1980) evaluated humans with varying degrees of iliac 
stenosis on the basis of Tl/2 and arterial pulse propagation time. They 
found 600% increases in Tl/2 with stenoses greater than 75% and a quasi-
linear increase in Tl/2 with increasing stenosis. In comparing the 
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transit time of the arterial pulse down the diseased segment, they found 
no correlation and minimum clinical accuracy to the percent blockage. 
They concluded that Tl/2 was the best method for assessing PAD. 
Peters et al. (1980) evaluated the reactive hyperemic response of the 
rat coronary system using ultrasonic crystals mounted on tiny suction 
cups. In addition to measurements of VR and Tl/2, they measured the ratio 
between the area underneath the hyperemic flow waveform pattern and the 
art... of flow waveform debt. This was termed the repayment ratio (RR). 
Maximum responses obtained were VRs of 239+17%, Tl/2s averaging 37.4 
seconds, and RRs of 0.94±0.11. They concluded that the rat circulatory 
response to reactive hyperemia seemed to be severely limited when compared 
to dog or man. The methods of analysis were not a factor in this damped 
response as resting flow velocity was not affected until a stenosis termed 
"critical" resulted in over a 90% reduction in cross sectional area. 
Correlations between the reactive hyperemic response and arteriography were 
again poor and was thought to be due to overlapping of vessels, collateral 
interference, vessel taper, and vasomotor tone. 
Exerci se 
In addition to PAD-induced changes in the reactive hyperemic re­
sponse, other factors may change the parameters measured. Exercise train­
ing (Cunningham et al., 1980; Richardson and Shewchuk, 1980), sympathecto­
my (Rutherford and Valenta, 1971; Wright, 1975), and body position during 
analysis may alter both normal and PAD responses (Fronek et al., 1973). 
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The role of exercise in mediating not only the hyperemic response 
but also in our overall cardiovascular health is unquestioned (Darrah and 
Engen, 1982). Many of the cardiovascular adaptations to exercise training 
are summarized in a review article by Scheuer and Tipton (1977) and are 
not discussed here. One important point remains as the key to the effects 
of exercise on collateral vasculature. Exercise has been shown to enhance 
the formation and/or use of collateral blood channels in both the normal 
and PAD animal (Rutherford and Valenta, 1971; Thulesius, 1963, 1972; 
Khudaiberdyyev and Kulikov, 1970; Cunningham et al., 1980; FI ai m et al., 
1981; Schantz, 1982). This fact has spawned a series of papers dedicated 
to determining the cause and effect of exercise-induced vasodilation and 
col lateralization. 
Moderate or severe exercise taxes the ability of the vascular system 
to deliver blood to peripheral vascular beds and is the principal normal 
activity which requires large scale cardiovascular adaptations. There are 
two basic types of muscular contractions (Nutter et al., 1972). Muscular 
contractions employed as a result of standing, holding, carrying or 
attempting to move heavy objects are classed as isometric or status con­
tractions. Isometric contractions accomplish no external work since no 
significant shortening occurs yet they require a great deal of energy and 
produce profound effects on the cardiovascular system. Muscular contrac­
tions employed as a result of running, walking, swimming, throwing or 
jumping are classed as dynamic or rhythmic contractions. This is some­
times referred to as isotonic contraction yet this term can seldom apply 
to animal movement since tension obviously varies during contraction. 
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Nutter et al. (1972) outlined the major differences between isometric 
and dynamic contractions on the cardiovascular system. The maintenance of 
blood pressure during exercise is important to maintain blood flow to 
exercising muscle which may throttle blood flow through intramuscular 
vessels due to increases in intramuscular pressure (Kirkebo and Wisnes, 
1982). During a 15% maximum voluntary isometric contraction (MVC), the 
increase in blood pressure and vasodilation increased blood flow to the 
muscle to satisfy metabolic need and avoid fatigue. Contractions over 15% 
of maximum isometric voluntary contraction resulted in a significant de­
crease in nutrient blood flow. The limitation of muscular blood flow and 
complete cessation of blood flow in MVCs exceeding 70% were due to 
throttling of vessels within the muscle. In contrast during dynamic 
muscular contractions, blood flow to the muscles is markedly increased, 
even during maximal effort due to the rhythmical pumping of the contract­
ing muscle (Freyschuss, 1970). 
The increased metabolic demand of the muscle during exercise must be 
achieved by increased cardiac output, redistribution of blood from in­
active to active regions, increased 0^ extraction from the blood and en­
hancement of oxygen debt. 
Sparks (1980) showed that more than one mediator was involved in 
exercise vasodilation. The type and amount of vasodilators released dur­
ing exercise were dependent upon the type of contraction, the duration of 
the exercise and the conditions under which the exercise was performed. 
Morganroth et al. (1975) had shown that if blood flow was restricted 
during the exercise session, the vasodilation effect was prolonged. This 
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was confirmed in patients with intermittent claudication (Lassen and Kampp, 
1965) but has not been duplicated in isolated calf muscles of the dog. 
The duration of the vasodilation was therefore directly related to exer­
cise intensity and inversely related to the blood supply. Morganroth 
et al. (1977) confirmed this and found that the reduction in contractile 
force of the muscle during exercise (fatigue) was the best indicator of 
the blood supply to that muscle during exercise. 
Restricted flow exercise may cause a reflex vasodilation due to 
lowered arteriolar wall pOg (Gorczynski and Duling, 1978). During free 
flow exercise, arteriolar wall pOg remained unchanged or actually in­
creased slightly due to increased flow delivery of Og overwhelming the 
lowered skeletal muscle pOg. In restricted flow, there is no increase in 
oxygen delivery so arteriolar wall pOg must have fallen. 
Sparks (1980) reported a 50% decrease in peripheral resistance after 
two minutes of 4 Hz stimuli. The resistance remained depressed for over 
80 minutes when exercise was stopped after 20 minutes. Phair and Sparks 
(1979) in some earlier work had implicated tissue adenosine as the media­
tor of the exercise enhanced increase in blood flow. This work was sup­
ported by Young and Sparks (1979) who correlated the severity of muscle 
stimulation with the duration of decreased vascular resistance and found 
increased release of prostaglandin E during fatiguing exercise. Cole 
(1982) reported a direct correlation between fatigue of the muscle and 
functional intracellular myoglobin. 
Although sympathectomy increased flow in both the resting state and 
exercise state in the normal limb in the absence of inflow obstruction 
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(Rutherford and Valenta, 1971), it may in the presence of PAD actually 
interfere with the increased distribution patterns of blood flow to exer­
cising muscles (Sparks, 1980). 
Gaehtgens et al. (1976) examined the functional significance of col­
lateral blood flow in working skeletal muscle and implicated the use of 
adenosine in increasing performance. Adenosine increased collateral blood 
flow 80 percent and increased contractile power 13 percent. At higher 
contractile forces, they noticed that collateral blood flow was reduced. 
Subsequent measurements of oxygen consumption of the muscle indicated 
that while the distal muscle region increased 13.4 times, the proximal 
portion increased only 3.1 times. They concluded that not only was the 
collateral flow to a muscle limited by the number, size, and dilatory 
capacity of the intramuscular vessels but also to the capacity of those 
vessels to carry blood during intense muscular contraction. 
This work was supported by Kirkebo and Wisnes (1982) by stimulation 
of the tibialis nerve in rats to produce isometric contraction. During 
sustained isometric contraction, the average intramuscular tissue pressure 
rose linearly with increases in force. At rest, normal muscle pressure 
was approximately 0-2 ran Hg, During maximal force inner musculature pres­
sures reached 220±B0 mm Hg and outer musculature pressures rose to 85+56 
mm Hg. They concluded that not only was blood flow throttled down during 
intense muscular contractions but also there were differences in blood 
flow to different regions of the muscle. 
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Blood Chemistry Changes Associated with Exercise 
Szabo and Magyar (1980) showed a significant increase in tissue LDH 
after 2 hours of limb ischemia in the rabbit. Tissue glutamate oxalo-
acetate transaminase (GOT) concentrations also increased but were much 
less sensitive to tissue damage. They suggested analysis of tissue fluid 
to assess biochemical signs of cellular injury. 
Tibes et al. (1977) investigated lower leg ischemia in humans and 
showed that most of the blood constituents released were only from con­
tracting muscle and their time courses represented only metabolic events 
in working muscle being undisturbed by nonworking muscles. 
Si est and Galteau (1974) found that GOT increased from 10 to 90% as 
the training intensity in athletes was increased. Glutamic pyruvic 
transaminase (GPT) was a much less sensitive indicator and increased or 
decreased depending on the severity of exercise. Creatine phosphokinase 
(CPK) always increased with its magnitude dependent on the exercise 
severity. CPK catalyzed the reversible transfer of high energy phosphate 
from adenosine triphosphate to creatine. CPK levels were markedly ele­
vated during the early stages of cardiac muscle ischemia. GOT increased 
over 300% after 2 days while GPT and cholesterol remained nearly constant. 
Lactate has been considered to be a metabolic end product whose 
appearance in muscle and blood during exercise is indicative of anaerobic 
metabolism (Brooks and White, 1978). Removal of lactate during the re­
covery period after exercise is thought to be the cause of increased post-
exercise Og consumption along with rephosphorylation of adenosine tri­
phosphate (ATP) and creatine phosphate (CP), yet lactate was completely 
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removed within 15 minutes after cessation of exercise (Brooks and Gaesser, 
1980). The rate of muscle lactate accumulation during "steady state" 
exercise is mainly a function of oxygen supply, the number of fibers re­
cruited to exercise, and the inherent ability of the muscle to form, re­
lease, uptake and oxidize lactate (Tesch et al., 1982). 
Bunch (1980) suggested that many of the enzymes studied involved in 
tissue damage may be elevated secondary to exercise training. Running was 
shown to increase resting CPK levels and all five isoenzymes of lactic 
dehydrogenase may be elevated. Increases in high density lipoprotein 
cholesterol and decreases in very low density lipoprotein cholesterol 
have resulted from regular running. Bunch implicated these changes as a 
possible benefit in prevention of arterial disease. 
Muscle Composition and Blood Supply 
Alterations in muscle fiber size and capillary to fiber ratios have 
been observed with exercise and hypoxia (Maxwell et al., 1980; Schantz, 
1982). The number of capillaries necessary to supply the required uxygen 
has been estimated at three or four per fiber in mammals (Plyley and 
Groom, 1975), although a range of zero to nine can be demonstrated. They 
found no difference in vascularity between fibers comprising the sol eus 
and gastrocnemius muscles of the rat with capillary to fiber ratios of 
2.05 and 1.87, respectively. Rat and guinea pig anterior tibialis muscle 
capillary concentrations were 3402 and 3501 capillaries per square milli­
meter of muscle, respectively. 
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Muscle is also comprised of individual motor units which determine 
its mechanical properties. Garnett et al. (1978) divided muscle on this 
basis into three types of units. Type SR units (red) were slowly con­
tracting small amplitude and fatigue resistant. Type FR units (inter­
mediates) were fast contracting, intermediate in amplitude and fatigue 
resistant. Type FF units (white) were fast contracting and large ampli­
tude but highly fatigable. Their results suggested that during slowly 
increasing voluntary contractions, the units were recruited in order of 
size with SR and FR employed at low force levels followed by FF recruit­
ment at higher levels. This work was supported by Tesch et al. (1982) who 
also demonstrated selective activation with force levels and fatigue rates 
in addition to increased FF potential for lactate formation. These find­
ings are refuted by Buchthal and Schmalbruch (1980) who found that in the 
anterior tibialis, there was no correlation between the type of motor unit 
activated and the degree of voluntary effort. They also reported that in 
the rat, an average of 127 muscle fibers are under the control of each 
motor unit in the tibialis muscle, while in the soleus, the average was 
77 fibers per motor unit. 
The types of motor units found in rat differentiated by their me­
chanical properties and histochemistry is adapted from Close (1967) and 
found in Table 1. 
The fiber composition of the muscles of the rat and guinea pig as 
adapted from Plyley and Groom (1975), Sillau and Banchero (1977), and 
Laughlin and Armstrong (1982) are found in Table 2. 
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Table 1. Types of motor units in rat differentiated by mechanical 
properties and histochemistry (Close, 1967) 
Muscle 
Resistance Contraction 
to time ' 









A FF slight 
B FR moderate 










Sol eus I SR high 







Table 2. Fiber composition of selected rodent hindlimb muscles; all 









Rat 58:5:37 0:84:16 55:5:40 
Guinea pig 56:12:32 0:100:0 50:4:46 
Gertler and Robbins (1978) showed that firing of the motor units was 
dependent on fiber type. Units of predominantly red muscle fired for 
longer periods at lower frequencies (approximately 10 Hz), while units of 
predominantly intermediates and white muscle fired sporatically in short 
high frequency bursts (approximately 40 Hz) during contraction. 
Post-natal growth of skeletal muscle in the rat appeared to be due 
to hypertrophy rather than hyperplasia (Si 11 au and Banchero, 1977). They 
showed, however, that a change may occur in muscle fiber composition with 
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maturation. This was more pronounced in the anterior tibialis muscle 
where FF units decreased and both FR and SR units increased dramatically 
after 300 grams of body weight. 
Folkow (1968) suggested that muscles containing a high percentage of 
FF units would have a higher peripheral vascular bed resistance than 
muscles high in SR units. They found in cat that blood flow to the soleus 
(high SR composition) was 250% higher than the gastrocnemius (mixed 
muscle). When blood flow was related to oxygen consumption per twitch of 
tension and to the rate of activation, they found that the maximum blood 
flow in the soleus was higher yet the oxygen consumption per twitch was 
higher in the gastrocnemius. They concluded that the collateral vascular 
bed had the ability to deliver oxygen to SR muscle (soleus) up to activa­
tion frequency of twenty per second. In mixed muscle, such as the 
gastrocnemius, flow was less and oxygen consumption per tension genera­
tion was higher resulting in failure of oxygen delivery at low rates of 
activation (4/second) and a switch to anaerobic metabolism. 
Honig et al. (1982) and Maxwell et al. (1980) showed that the oxygen 
consumption of the muscle at work may vary depending on the force of con­
traction, yet the oxygen consumption of the working motor units was always 
maximal. They showed increased flow within two seconds of four twitch per 
second work accommodated by extensive capillary recruitment and increased 
oxygen extraction. They concluded that muscle flow is a linear function 
of working rate between 0.07 and 8.0 Hz. Higher contractile states re­
sulted in compression throttling of blood flow. This work supported 
earlier work by Honig (1979) which confirmed that aerobic metabolism 
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during light to moderate exercise loading was attained by oxygen delivery 
to active motor units under local vasomotor control. Laughlin and Arm­
strong (1982) found that oxygen delivery and, hence, blood supply was 
directly related to the muscle's SR population. Blood flow to red muscle 
fibers was three or four times greater than white muscle fibers within a 
mixed muscle. In the rat, gastrocnemius red to white muscle fiber popu­
lations received 54 to 18 mis blood/minute/100 grams of tissue, respec­
tively. Using multiple injections of labeled microspheres during runs of 
15, 30, 45, 60, and 75 meters per minute, Laughlin and Armstrong (1982) 
correlated blood flow, work load and fiber composition of many of the 
muscles required for locomotion. They concluded that as running speed 
increased, total flow to each muscle increased, yet blood flow to white 
muscle decreased. Therefore, the increase in blood flow was thought to 
be correlated to the percentage of white muscle fibers present in the 
muscle. Blood flow distribution calculations for two such muscles are 
presented in Table 3. 
Flaim et al. (1981) measured, by similar microsphere techniques, the 
increase in flow to various muscles during a short bout of exercise in 
rats. They found that cardiac output increased from 355 ml/min/kg to 700 
ml/min/kg resulting in an increased share to all muscles from 21.1% to 
63.3%. Blood flow to the anterior tibialis increased 620% to 52 ml/min/ 
100 grams with a 600% reduction in peripheral resistance. Blood flow to 
the gastrocnemius increased 643% to 90 ml/min/100 grams with a 700% reduc­
tion in peripheral resistance. Blood flow to the sol eus (mostly SR 
units) exhibited the greatest change. Flow increased 700% to 175 ml/min/ 
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Table 3. Approximate flows to two muscles of the rat during exercise; 
all values mean±S.E.M. (Laughlin and Armstrong, 1982) 
Treadmill speed (meters/minute) 
Rest 15 30 45 60 7^ 
Tibialis anterior 33±4 87±12 81±15 101±13 122±8 149±27 
ml/min/100 gram 
Sol eus 138±19 174±38 170±21 169±11 197±16 224±9 
ml/min/100 gram 
100 grams with a 1200% reduction in peripheral resistance. These studies 
(Flaim et al., 1981; Laughlin and Armstrong, 1982) support the idea that 
unlike the normal physiological patterns of dynamic exercise in fiber re­
cruitment, electrical stimulation most expectedly will elicit entirely 
different results. 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Exercise Training 
Eighty-eight, 150 gram male Sprague Dawley^ rats were obtained in 
four successive groups of twenty-two. Each group of twenty-two animals 
was randomly separated into ten exercise (EX) and twelve sedentary (SD) 
animals. The exercise group was run on a motor driven treadmill (Jette 
et al., 1969) five days per week for a minimum of twenty weeks. These 
animals were motivated to run by electric shock stimuli (Appendix A) at a 
treadmill speed of 17 meters per minute on a 10° incline, and 25 minutes 
each day thus representing a moderate exercise program (Darrah, 1979). 
Stevenson et al. (1964) showed that excessive prolonged treadmill running 
in male rats caused severe reductions in cardiac performance, and suggest­
ed that a moderate exercise program with adequate rest would be more bene­
ficial to the animal. The second group of Sprague Dawley rats constituted 
the sedentary control animals. These animals were handled equivalently 
to the exercise group except they did not exercise on the treadmill. 
All animals were housed two or three per cage in a room where tem­
perature was maintained at 25±3°C, and with lights on for ten hours each 
day. Oscai et al. (1971) has shown definite body weight reductions in 
exercising male rats. For this reason» many researchers limit the food 
intake of sedentary animals during the exercise training period. To avoid 
the stress associated with food or water limitations, all animals of this 
^Bio Lab Corporation, St. Paul Minnesota. 
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study were fed and watered ad libitum throughout the study. Free access 
to Teklad^ Rodent Chow consisted of total energy intakes of 3.844 Kcal/gtn 
of feed with components of protein (25.53%), fat (4.51%), fiber (4.63%), 
ash (9.88%), nitrogen free extract (45.22%) and moisture (10.23%). 
All animals were examined daily and weighed weekly at the beginning 
of each fifth consecutive exercise period. Polyotic® tetracycline hydro-
2 3 
chloride and penicillin G potassium antibiotic therapy was used to 
treat streptococcal infection in the colony during the fifth and sixth 
week of the study. 
Each group of animals (EX, SD) was further subdivided at the termi­
nation of the exercise training program into either electromyographic 
analysis (EMG) or hemodynamic analysis (FLOW) groups. Within each of 
these groups, animals were evaluated for either acute iliac arterial 
obstruction by ligation (EM6-EXLG, EMG-SDLG, FLOW-EXLG, FLOW-SDLG) or 
acute iliac arterial obstruction by thrombosis (EMG-EXTB, EMG-SDTB, FLOW-
EXTB, FLOW-SDTB). Consult Appendix B for an outline of the experimental 
design. 
FLOW analysis animals were evaluated for reactive hyperemic responses 
in the left hindlimb both before and after iliac arterial obstruction. 
EMG animals were evaluated for electromyographic signals from the anterior 
tibialis muscle in the left hindlimb under induced contraction both before 
Veklad, Winfield, Iowa. 
2 American Cyanamid, Princeton, NJ. 
3 E. R. Squibb and Sons, Inc., Princeton, NJ. 
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and after iliac arterial obstruction. Three surgical preparations used 
for both of these groups (EMG, FLOW) are presented below in addition to 
detailed FLOW animal evaluation procedures. Detailed EMG animal evalua­
tion procedures are found in Section 2 "Methods and Materials." 
Surgical Procedures 
All animals were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (35 mg/kg, 
I.P.) and pretreated with 0.3 ml/kg atropine sulphate (S.C.) prior to 
surgery. Ventilatory pathways were assured by tracheotomy with 3 mm (ID) 
tygon tubing and the animals were placed in dorsal recumbency. Rectal 
temperature was maintained at 37°C throughout the experimental period by 
a heating pad beneath the animal and was monitored by a Yellow Springs 
Tele-thermometer. 
Supra-maximal nerve stimulation to produce a maximal contractile 
flexion of the hind foot of rat has been described previously (Brkic and 
Laszt, 1973). Modification of this technique to minimize trauma and 
invasiveness was developed requiring isolation of the anterior tibial 
(deep peroneal) nerve. Stimulation of the left anterior tibial nerve re­
sults in contraction of the anterior tibialis and extensor digitorum 
longus (EDL) muscles in the rat left hind limb. The anterior tibial nerve 
crosses the neck of the fibula beneath the peroneus muscles to join the 
tibial artery and vein. It supplies branches to both the anterior tibialis 
muscle and extensor digitorum longus before transcending down the lateral 
surface of the interosseous membrane to the tarsus. Here, it passes under 
the transverse crural ligament lying between the tendons of the extensor 
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proprius hallucis and anterior tibialis, and runs deeper to the tendons 
of the EDL and brevis of digit II. 
Instrumentation 
Exposure of the left tibial nerve at the neck of the fibula near the 
knee allowed isolation by sleeve electrode with minimal invasiveness and 
no alteration of the connective tissue surrounding the anterior tibialis 
muscle. The sleeve electrode was then buried within the surrounding 
musculature and bipolar stimulating leads were connected to a Grass 
Instruments S-5 stimulator set at normal polarity in the repeat mode 
with a pulse duration of 20 ^seconds. The incision was then closed with 
sutures. Muscle contractile force was determined by a Grass Instruments 
FT03C force displacement transducer coupled to a Beckman R611 recorder. 
The calibrated transducer system was connected to an elastic spring which 
in turn was connected to the middle three toes on the left hindlimb of 
the animal. The intensity of supramaximal stimulus was determined in each 
animal at this point by stimulation of the nerve preparation with tetanic 
60 Hz pulses. Maximum stimulus strength was determined by increasing 
stimulus voltage until further increases in voltage would elicit no in­
crease in pen deflection. Stimulus voltage was then increased 20% to 
assure supramaximal stimuli. 
Left carotid artery cannulation was necessary to monitor systemic 
arterial pressure throughout the experiment and to withdraw blood samples 
for subsequent analysis, Cannulation was achieved by longitudinal in­
cision on the neck and blunt dissection of the sternohyoideus muscle to 
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expose the left common carotid artery for a length of 1.5 cm. A 
heparinized saline-filled cannula pretested for acceptable frequency and 
damping characteristics was inserted into the artery caudally and tied 
into place. The entire incision was then sutured closed. Pressure was 
monitored by a Statham P23Db pressure transducer. The abdominal aorta 
runs caudally on the dorsal surface of the abdominal cavity to the lower 
limbs where it bifurcates into two comon iliac vessels and the inferior 
mesenteric before continuing into the tail as the middle caudal artery. 
Exposure of the descending aorta and iliac bifurcation in the rat was 
achieved by ventral abdominal incision. This was necessary to facilitate 
both the placement of arterial obstruction in the lower limb and placement 
of electromagnetic flowmeters on the descending aorta and left iliac 
artery in all FLOW animals. 
The common iliac gives rise to, in order of branching, the superior 
gluteal, superior vesicle, and the hypogastric trunk arteries. The con­
tinuity of the common iliac is achieved beyond the hypogastric by the ex­
ternal iliac which terminates in the deep circumflex iliac. The hypo­
gastric trunk ultimately perfuses the medial and lateral femoral circum­
flex arteries and the inferior epigastrics. The anatomical arrangement 
of blood supply to the lower limb of the rat is displayed from Greene 
(1959) in Figure 1. Immediately anterior to the hypogastric trunk of the 
iliac artery is a region of minimal branching in the rat. This region was 
chosen to generate the arterial obstruction. Two regions, one between the 
hypogastric trunk and the superior external pudenal; and two, between the 
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Figure 1. Blood vessels of the lower leg, lateral aspect (Greene, 1959) 
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vasculature and are accessible for electromagnetic flowmeter (EMFM) appli­
cation. EMFMs were placed on the iliac artery and the descending aorta 
in the region of the iliac bifurcation immediately anterior to the paired 
iliolumbar and inferior mesenteric arteries and distal to the lumbar 
arteries. Descending aortic and left iliac arterial flow velocity was 
monitored by the use of IN VIVO METRICS Model D EMFM cuffs coupled to a 
Biotronex Laboratory BL-610 flowmeter. The frequency response of the 
flowmeter system was electronically estimated to be flat to 30 Hz with a 
linear phase shift. 
Experimental Measurements 
Dynamic and averaged aortic flow velocity, iliac flow, myographic 
contractile force and carotid arterial pressure were recorded graphically 
on the Beckman R-611 recorder and recorded on the Hewlett-Packard 3960 
instrumentation recorder for subsequent analysis. The data acquisition 
system is graphically represented in Figure 2. Accuracy of these measure­
ments was assured by calibration prior to and after each animal evalua­
tion. Flowmeter calibration was done by the method of Young et al. (1975) 
with modification for use in the intact artery in rat. Due to the small 
(1 mm) size of the vessels under study, the entire artery was left intact 
in the animal and the descending aorta car.nulated for arterial input. In 
addition, the common iliac artery was cannulated for arterial output 
during calibration. All other vessels between the input and output points 
were ligated with 3/0 silk suture. The transducer was calibrated over a 
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Figure 2. Data acquisition system 
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pressure head containing varying mixtures of saline and blood. Flow rate 
was calibrated by increasing or decreasing the filling time of a Harvard 
infusion pump (Model 600-900) syringe. 
The precision and accuracy of the experimental instrumentation used 
for animal evaluations were validated by repetition of control recordings 
over a two hour unoccluded test procedure in two animals. Aortic flow, 
iliac flow, blood pressure, and muscle contractility were measured every 
fifteen minutes. Flows were measured at rest and during reactive 
hyperemia induced by twenty second occlusion of the descending aorta. 
Muscle contractility was assessed by stimulation of the tibial nerve with 
one, ten, and sixty hertz supramaximal stimuli. Maximal contractile force 
of the anterior tibialis varied from 49.6 to 56.0 g/kg over the two hour 
test period. One hertz and ten hertz twitch tension measurements ex­
hibited less than a 10% change which was totally random. Absolute flow 
measurement errors were anticipated to be due to both precision and 
accuracy alterations (Neuwirth and Rawlings, 1979) but were limited to 
29%. 
Creation of total occlusion in the iliac vessel was completed by a 
combination of the methods of Deaton and Anylan (1960) and Schaub et al. 
(1976, 1977). Mechanical occlusion was created by ligation of the iliac 
immediately anterior to the hypogastric trunk by 1/0 silk suture. Ar­
terial thrombus was created by initially isolating an arterial segment of 
5 rran immediately anterior to the hypogastric trunk. A 27 gauge needle 
was then inserted cranially into the lumen of the artery and rotated 
circularly around the inside to denude the endothelial cell lining. 
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Approximately 0.1 ml of thromboplastin^ was then injected into arterial 
lumen and then aspirated back into the syringe. This mixture was then 
rapidly reinjected into the artery and the needle removed. After three 
minutes of hemostasis in the thrombotic region, the anterior clamp was 
removed, lack of patency confirmed, and the flowmeter was replaced 
cranially to the thrombosis on the iliac artery. This procedure is dis­
played in Figure 3. 
After stabilization of the physiological parameters and prior to the 
arterial blockages, a series of control recordings were made for both 
resting and reactive hyperemic hemodynamic states in the FLOW animals 
(Fronek et al., 1973). Reactive hyperemic responses were created by 
manually occluding the distal aorta for a period of 20 seconds and then 
releasing. The subsequent aortic flow waveform was recorded and analyzed 
for the following; 
1. Vmean: average flow velocity in the arterial channel 
2. Vpeak: maximum flow velocity in the arterial channel 
3. Ratio: hyperemic Vmean/resting Vmean 
2 4. Debt Area: area of flow debt measured by planimetry 
5. Repayment Area: area of flow repayment measured by planimetry 
6. Repayment Ratio: repayment area f debt area 
7. Response Duration: half time or full time to recovery 
These measurements are graphically shown in Figure 4. After control 
measurements, the iliac EMFM was used only to test for patency in the 
^Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO. 
2 Compensating Polar Planimeter, Keuffel and Esser Co., Chicago, IL. 
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100% occluded 
27 g needle 
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the procedure used to place a 
thromboplastin-induced atherosclerotic occlusion in the rodent 










Figure 4. Reactive hyperemia parameter estimations 
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artery. Absence of signal potential was assumed to represent zero flow. 
In addition to reactive hyperemic responses, resting flow velocities, 
muscle contractile forces for 1 Hz, 10 Hz and 60 Hz tetanic stimuli, and 
blood pressures were recorded and displayed at selected intervals through­
out the experimental time period. A series of measurements of each 
parameter was analyzed at approximately 5, 10, and 20 minutes post-
occlusion and then at twenty minute intervals for at least one hour. 
Coupled with control recordings each animal was analyzed for a minimum of 
90 minutes post-occlusion of the iliac artery before termination. 
At termination by exsanguination, hearts were excised, rinsed in 
0.9% NaCl and weighed while still contracting. Blood samples were taken 
for hematocrit analysis and either used for calibration (Young et al., 
1975) or centrifuged and the plasma stored frozen for blood chemistry 
analysis. The volume of data collected for each animal consisted of 
measurements and calculations of the following parameters for each time 
interval measured. The results of this analysis are found in Section 1 
Results and Discussion. 
1. Animal group: EXTB = exercised thrombosis 
EXLG = exercised ligated 
SDTB = sedentary thrombosis 
SDLG = sedentary ligated 
2. WT = animal weight (grams) 
3. HTWT = heart weight (absolute, grams) 
4. HOT = hematocrit (% RBC) 
5. t = time of measurement post-obstruction (t = 0 no obstruction) 
6. BS = systolic carotid arterial pressure (mm Hg) 
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7. BD = diastolic carotid arterial pressure (mm Hg) 
8. RS = minimum BS post-reactive hyperemia response (mm Hg) 
9. RD = minimum BD post-reactive hyperemia response (mm Hg) 
10. HR = heart rate (min'^) 
11. TT-i = anterior tibialis twitch tension at 1 Hz (grams/Kg) 
12. TT-jg = anterior tibialis twitch tension at 10 Hz (grams/Kg) 
13. MAX = anterior tibialis maximum tetanic contractile force 
(grams/Kg) 
14. VM = mean flow pen deflection (mm) at rest 
15. VP = peak aortic flow velocity pen deflection (mm) at rest 
16. RHVM = mean flow pen deflection (mm) at maximum hyperemia 
17. RHVP = peak aortic flow velocity pen deflection (mm) at maximum 
hyperemia 
18. RA = reactive hyperemia repayment/debt area ratio (dimensionless) 
19. Tl/2 = reactive hyperemia half time from RHVM to VM (seconds) 
20. TQ = reactive hyperemia duration response from peak RHVM to VM 
(seconds) 
Calculations 
1. CF = calibrated absolute aortic flow (mls/min/kg WT) at rest 
2. RHCF = CF (mls/min/kg WT) at maximum hyperemia 
3. CTT = computer generated time interval assignment (see Results, 
Section 1) 
4. BM = mean pressure at rest (iTim Hg); BD + (0.33 x (BS-BD)) 
5. RM = BM at reactive hyperemia (mm Hg); RD + (0.33 x (RS-RD)) 
6. PHW = % heart weight; (HTWT/WT) x 100 
7. RHM = % increase in mean flow in hyperemia state ((RHVM - VM)/ 
VM) 
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8. RHP = % increase in peak aortic velocity in hyperemic state 
((RHVP - VP)/VP) 
9. ^resting ~ resting peripheral resistance (10^ dyne/sec/cm^)» 
(BM/CF) 
10. ^hyperemic ~ minimum peripheral resistance (10^ dyne/sec/cm^)» 
(RM/RHCF) 
Statistical analysis was done under the direction of Dr. David Cox, 
Department of Statistics, Iowa State University. All values presented are 
meantS.E.M. Statistical significance is implemented at p < 0.05 unless 
otherwise indicated. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Exercise training has been shown to reduce body weight in male rats 
(Oscai et al., 1971). Therefore, many researchers limit food intake 
throughout the training program for those animals remaining sedentary. 
This limitation may in itself alter the growth of the animal due to 
stress, and produce populations of animals different from that required 
with the experimental design. Food and water intake of any animal was not 
altered during the experiment. At termination, the body weight of all 
exercised (EX) animals averaged 507±10 grams, while sedentary (SD) animals 
averaged 532±9 grams. Absolute heart weights averaged 1.37+0.02 grams for 
EX animals and 1.23+0.02 grams for SD animals. Comparison of the body to 
heart weight ratios or the relative heart weights of these animals sug­
gested that cardiac hypertrophy occurred in response to the exercise 
training regime of this study. Relative heart weights (PHW) for EX ani­
mals were significantly higher (p <_ 0.01) at 0.273±0.005, while SD animals 
averaged 0.233+0.004. Hematocrits averaged 42±1 percent for EX animals 
and 41±1 percent for SD animals indicating no alterations due to exercise. 
Although no significance was reached in the hematocrit analysis, each of 
the weight comparisons resulted in a significant difference due to the 
institution of an exercise program. 
Due to time discontinuities in parameter measurements over the ex­
tended experimental time, it was necessary to subdivide real time into 
computer generated time intervals to facilitate statistical analysis. In 
an attempt to optimize the breakdown of nearly two hours of experimental 
time for each animal without affecting the time related changes of each 
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parameter, the total experimental time was divided into six sub-intervals 
of time termed CTTs. The subsequent generated time intervals (CTTs) and 
real times (TTs) for each animal group are listed in Table 4. 
No significant differences between groups were generated by CTT gen­
eration from actual time. Therefore, this research assumes that time re­
lated changes occurring in any group were not masked by CTT analysis. 
Furthermore, no generation of artificial changes induced by CTT analysis 
was assumed. 
Peters et al. (1980) showed that the rat coronary system exhibited a 
severely damped hyperemic response when compared to the dog or human. Al­
though they did not study the peripheral circulation in these animals, the 
same response was observed in the hindlimbs of the animals in this study. 
Measurement of the reactive hyperemic repayment area (RA) was calcu­
lated for each CTT interval created. The RA is based on the ratio, as 
determined by planimetry, of the area of hyperemic repayment to the area 
of hyperemic debt incurred. The measurements of RA averaged 0.95+0.56 for 
all EX animals and 0.86±0.20 for all SD animals. These values support the 
work of Peters et al. (1980) who reported RAs of 0.94±0.11 in the rat 
coronary system. They also reported increases in RA with increasing 
levels of vascular blockage. Table 5 expresses RA measurements for each 
group of this study and each CTT interval throughout the experimental 
time period. No clear pattern was evident, although every group contains 
at least one point where RA values increased after arterial occlusion. 
The means of all animals, however, did not show net increases in RA which 
could have been used as a measure of the degree of vascular occlusion. 
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Table 4. Computer generated subdivisions of real time (TT) into six 
subdivision of CTT for each group of the study 
Generated Real time Real time Number of 
CTT Group range (min) MeantSEM observations 
0 EX TB 0-0 0±0 13 
EX LG 0-0 0±0 15 
SD TB 0-0 0+0 24 
SD LG 0-0 0+0 19 
1 EX TB 5-12 8.12±0.98 8 
EX LG 5-14 8.54+0.95 11 
SD TB 4-12 6.46+0.70 13 
SD LG 5-13 8.92±0.79 13 
2 EX TB 15-25 18.82+1.27 11 
EX LG 15-26 21.07±1.15 13 
SD TB 15-27 20.67+1.20 12 
SD LG 15-28 21.41±1.13 12 
3 EX TB 30-40 34.37±1.26 8 
EX LG 30-42 34.42±1.17 14 
SD TB 30-41 34.42±0.93 14 
SD LG 30-41 34.77±1.08 13 
4 EX TB 45-70 54.25±2.12 16 
EX LG 44-70 55.87±1.82 24 
SD TB 44-70 55.67±1.69 24 
SD LG 43-70 55.45±1.77 24 
5 EX TB 72-105 87.17+3.39 12 
EX LG 74-105 83.88±2.04 18 
SD TB 72-103 86.10±2.19 20 
SD LG 73-98 83.89±1.71 19 
This suggests that measurements of RA responses in these animals may be 
misleading in severe arterial insufficiency due to peripheral shutdown. 
This is supported by the fact that the lowest RA values were observed in 
thrombotic animals during the CTT = 2 and CTT = 3 intervals. Ligated 
animals, however, maintained higher values during the same intervals 
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Table 5. Repayment ratios (RA) for each group of the study; all values 
are mean±SEM 
CTT EXTB EXLG SDTB SDLG 
0 1.47±0.95 0.27±0.13 0.61±0.17 1.07±0.34 
1 1.66±0.92 0.29±0.20 0.56±0.11 0.95±0.39 
2 0.08±0.07 0.47±0.15 0.16+0.04 0.86±0.21 
3 0.37±0.32 1.86±1.56 0.37+0.18 0.64±0.34 
4 1.20±0.38 0.81±0.23 0.67±0.25 0.61±0.14 
5 0.79±0.23 0.43±0.12 0.31±0.08 1 J 1+0.59 
suggesting greater time durations to repay a similar debt. The varia­
bility of the thrombotic plug may be suggested as a possible cause in this 
result, yet, this is doubted due to both visual and histological conforma­
tion at autopsy. Completely occluding a vascular branch of the arterial 
tree may have eliminated the contribution of that branch to the RA meas­
urement in the acute situation. If this idea is accepted then we can ex­
plain the depression of RA in the CTT intervals in three of the four 
groups studied. The variability of the values obtained for RA measure­
ments precludes the acceptance of any statistical significance. 
Measurement of the increase in hyperemic aortic flow over resting 
aortic flow in each group of the study is shown in Table 6. A significant 
increase in hyperemic flow (RHM) was seen in each group of the study when 
compared to resting levels (p _< 0.01). The resting aortic and hyperemic 
flows for each group analyzed are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. 
Exercised animals (RHM = 117.28+23.2%) and sedentary animals (RHM = 
114.80+26.7%) showed no significant differences at preocclusion levels. 
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Table 6. Percent increases in mean aortic flow with 20 second reactive 
hyperemia; all values are mean±SEM 
CTT EXTB EXLG SDTB SDLG Mean 
0 93.4±27.8 141.1±36.9 164.2±48.1 65.4±14.8 115.53 
1 83.4±54.3 116.5±16.6 108.5+19.3 78.3±22.5 93.99 
2 35.2±15.9 178.2+60.7 36.4+14.8 51.4+10.4 86.74 
3 41.9+35.4 153.7+18.8 57.7±21.5 56.5±21.0 75.04 
4 28.4±11.3 135.5+38.9 62.2+13.8 72.5+12.8 78.75 
5 87.7±36.4 152.4+26.6 83.7±45.1 70.0±16.6 95.67 
EX animals retained the highest ability to increase mean aortic flow 
during reactive hyperemia. These differences are expressed in Figure 7. 
EXLG animals exhibited significantly higher RHM values throughout the 
middle CTT intervals. All animals exhibited a reduction in RHM immediate­
ly after arterial obstruction. This was followed by a sustained reduction 
in all thrombotic animals (TB) and an increase in all ligated (LG) ani-
male v»onv»ûcûn*t*a •h'î on nf tnfal rhannoc in hnfh I nr i f 
and flow is found in Figure 8. This suggests that aortic flow measure­
ments are more accurate predictors of arterial peripheral circulation in­
tegrity than peak aortic velocity measurements in the rat. The subsequent 
increase in flow seen in this study after the depression may be attributed 
to the opening of collateral channels at CTT = 3 (34 minutes post-occlu-
sion) allowing for the slight increase in aortic velocity and increases 
in perfusion of the periphery. Restoration of RHM to higher values corre­
lates well with the return of muscle function after release of severe 
hypoxia as reported by Sparks (1980). 
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Figure 5. Resting aortic flow in each group of the study (significant 
difference between all exercised animals and all sedentary 
animals at CTT = 0 (p £ 0.05); Insignificant difference between 
all exercised animals and all sedentary animals at CTT = 5 
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Figure 6. Maximum hyperemic flow in each group of the study (^significant 
difference between all exercised animals and all sedentary 
animals at CTT = 0 (p < 0.05); ^significant difference between 
all exercised animals and all sedentary animals at CTT = 5 
(p < 0.05)) 
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Figure 7. Percent increase in aortic flow in reactive hyperemia for all 
animals in the study (^significant difference between exercised 
ligated animals and all others after CTT = 1 (p < 0.05); bno 
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Figure 8. Percent change in reactive hyperemia between resting and peak 
values of aortic flow and aortic velocity for all animals of 
the study; all values mean SEN (^significant change from CTT 
= 0 (p < 0.01); Insignificant change from CTT = 3 to CTT = 5 
(p _< 0.05); Cno significant difference throughout CTT) 
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Changes in peak aortic velocity incurred by reactive hyperemia never 
reached significant levels in this research. This was not attributed to 
the use of electromagnetic flowmeters since both flow and velocity in­
creases are ratios of two values. Each value was calibrated by the same 
calibration factor, hence, the error associated with measurement is mini­
mal. The values obtained for peak velocity measurements are represented 
in Table 7 and correlate quite well with previous work by Peters et al. 
(1980). Velocity ratios obtained were 2.39+0.17 which correlate with 
58.2% increases in peak aortic velocity increases during reactive 
hyperemia. No pattern was evident in comparison of each CTT interval for 
velocity profiles. The EX animal exhibits a trend toward higher values 
Suggesting an increased ability to increase aortic flow velocity over the 
SD animal. The TB animals also exhibited a more depressed value than the 
LG animal suggesting a greater degree of obstruction is obtained in the 
thrombotic animal. Caution must be employed in any discussion of these 
results since no significant differences can be seen in velocity measure­
ments . 
Increases in reactive hyperemic response times are well-documented 
in the literature. Correlation of the results of this research is dif­
ficult due to variation in the duration of the vascular disease state and 
to variation in the definition of the various time intervals measured. 
Reactive hyperemic half-time (T^yg) was defined as the duration of time 
necessary for mean aortic flow to return half way to normal after release 
of the occluding cuff. Reactive hyperemic response duration (T^) was de­
fined as the total time necessary for complete recovery of the magnitude 
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Table 7. Mean increases in aortic flow velocity for each group of the 
study; all values in percent increase 
Peak aortic 
Animal group n velocity increase 
EXTB 27 43.45% 
EXLG 31 53.82% 
SDTB 45 40.28% 
SDLG 52 41.49% 
of aortic flow after release of the occluding cuff. Each time was calcu­
lated with the zero points being the point of release of occlusion and the 
mechanical zero of flow. These results are expressed in Table 8, and 
graphically represented in Figures 9 and 10. Although the literature con­
tains data on both T^yg and T^ for the dog and human, it does not contain 
values for the rodent peripheral bed to date. The values obtained in 
Table 8 are consistent with the values obtained for other animals in the 
literature under both normal conditions and advanced stages of arterial 
disease. This research shows increases in both T^yg ^nd T^ with increases 
in time from CTT = 0 and CTT = 5. Thrombotic animals express the greatest 
differences in T^yg when compared to control levels at CTT = 0. Half-time 
measurements exhibit a cycling within the experimental time period which 
cannot be explained. It may be that the rhythmicity of the half-time 
measurements reflect the opening and closing of the collateral pathways, 
yet, this is doubted due to the synchronization of the four groups of the 
study with respect to CTT intervals. Exercised animals with thrombosis 
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Table 8. Reactive hyperemic half-time (T1/2) response duration (Tq) 
of the animal group in this study; all values are seconds in 
mean±SEM 
Animal group 
CTT EXTB EXLG SDTB SDLG 
0 
^1/2 7.9±1.4 18.9±13.5 5.4+0.6 14.5±7.2 
To 29.3+13.9 17.0±3.0 23.6+4.9 11.4±1.2 
1 
^1/2 6.8+1.0 8.5±1.5 7.2+1.0 17.6±6.3 
To 18.0+7.0 21.0±0.0 20.2+4.4 17.3±4.7 
2 TI/2 18.3±11.9 19.6±9.4 16.2+11.9 8.7±1.9 
To 15.0+3.0 18.0±5.4 49.0+25.7 20.0±5.5 
3 TI/2 13.5+3.0 17.2+8.1 38.5±16.7 13.7+1.5 
To 21.0±3.0 17.2+8.1 38.5±16.7 13.7±1.5 
4 TI/2 27.8±n.8 17.5±5.4 20.2±8.8 14.3±4.1 
To 72.0±48.0 37.0±10.6 44.U14.1 17.7+4.1 
5 TI/2 9.2±2.0 7.6±0.9 7.&+1.2 10.3±2.3 
To 71.3+9.4 22.0+3.2 41.8+15.2 17.2±1.6 
obstructions increased times from 7.9±1.4 to 26.8+11.8 seconds, while 
similar sedentary animals went from 5.4±0.6 to 20.2+8.8 seconds. Throm­
bosis caused a 300% in T^yg- Lighted animals exhibited higher T^yg times 
before occlusion, yet did not increase their times greatly after occlu­
sion. EXLG animals increased from 18.9+13.5 to 19.6+9.4 seconds, while 
SDLG animals increased from 14.5+7.2 to 17.6+6.3 seconds. Ligated animals 
exhibited no significant differences in response to arterial occlusion. 
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Figure 9. Reactive hyperemia half-time in each group of the study and the 
mean of all animals (^no significant differences CTT = 0 to 
CTT = 5) 
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Figure 10. Reactive hyperemic response duration in each group of the 
study and the mean of all animals (^significant difference 
between thrombosis and ligation (p £ .01); ^significant dif­
ference CTT = 0 and CTT = 5 (p < .05)) 
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In addition, no significant differences were evident for the mean of all 
animals when CTT = 0 and CTT = 5 were compared. 
Response duration measurements exhibited a significant increase 
(p £ 0.05) in time as experimental time increased. There was a signifi­
cant difference (p _< 0.01) between all thrombotic animals and all ligated 
animals with TB animals exhibiting a 100% increase in over L6 animals 
at CTT = 5. In addition, T^ measurements increased significantly through­
out the experimental time period (p £ 0.05) suggesting that T^ was a 
better measure of arterial reactivity than T^yg the rat. 
In addition to measurements of repayment ratios (RA), increases in 
hyperemic mean flow (RHM), increases in hyperemic velocity (RHV), 
hyperemic half-time (T^yg)» and response duration (T^), other measurements 
were made to assess the hemodynamic reactivi.ty of the rodent peripheral 
bed. Reactivity was defined as the ability of the rodent to respond to 
acute arterial occlusion by maintaining oxygen delivery to the distal 
muscular bed and, therefore, maintain function in the limb. This could 
be accomplished by vasodilatation of the capillary bed distal to the 
blockage and/or delivery of oxygen by collateral blood supply. If the 
vascular reserve of the peripheral bed was exceeded, the blood flow 
into the limb would not deliver adequate oxygen to maintain oxygenation 
and functional decreases in muscle contractility would result. At this 
point, profound changes in muscle dynamics occurred relative to vascular 
insufficiency. This was evident in measurements of 1 Hz and 10 Hz twitch 
tensions with supramaximal stimuli and under maximal contractile strength 
with 60 Hz tetanic stimuli. In all activating frequencies, there were 
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significant changes in muscle contractile force immediately after occlu­
sion up to CTT = 3, yet no significant differences between treatment 
groups. These data are found in Table 9, and are graphically represented 
in Figures 11a, lib, and 12. 
These data suggest that there are no significant differences between 
EX and SD animals nor between types of occlusion with respect to ischemic 
muscle contractility. However, a significant difference (p _< 0.001) 
exists in muscle contractile force with increased durations of arterial 
insufficiencies in every group of the study. 
Each animal group studied exhibited at least one CTT interval where 
muscle contractile strength increased after reaching its minimum except 
1 Hz stimuli in EXTB animals. Increases may also be related to the per­
centage of each group that did not lose contractile function even after 
90 minutes of arterial occlusion and ischemic work. These results are 
expressed in Figure 12. The continuation of contractile function may be 
attributed to the recruitment of collateral vasculature to accommodate 
more blood supply, hence, oxygen delivery to the periphery. It cannot be 
attributed to only vasodilation since vasodilation occurs immediately 
after the hypoxic state develops (Phair and Sparks, 1979; Sparks, 1980). 
Hypoxia was produced on the average of 75 minutes before this increase in 
muscle force appeared. Chi-squared statistical analysis did not support 
separation of the animal groups into subgroups dependent on muscle func­
tion at CTT = 5 (Snedecor and Cochran, 1976). Therefore, these data sug­
gest that the ability of the limb to maintain muscle function in arterial 
Table 9. Muscle contractile strength for 1 Hz, 10 Hz, and tetanic stimulation; ail values are grams/ 
kilogram of body weight in mean+SEM 
Animal 
group Frequency 0 1 2 
EXTB 1 Hz 68.1+5.8 55.7+11.1 39.0+7.1 26.9+8.0 15.5+5.1 15.0+4.7 
10 Hz 75.9±5.2 56.4+11.5 40.8±7.3 27.7±8.6 17.9±5.8 22.2+7.2 
60 Hz 99.1±6.6 75.5+8.2 61.7+10.7 44.2±13.4 26.6+8.6 33.2+10.5 
EXLG 1 Hz 63.1+4.4 42.9±5.7 29.9±6.1 20.5±5.7 21.3+3.0 15.5+2.9 
10 Hz 64.7±3.9 45.9+5.6 29.5+6.5 21.9±6.1 27.3+3.8 23.8±4.5 
60 Hz 90.5+5.2 69.7+7.7 45.9+8.7 36.0±8.6 42.2±5.5 37.3+6.7 
SDTB 1 Hz 63.3±4.0 51.7±4.9 28.9+5.0 19.2±5.4 10.9+2.7 18.7+3.7 
10 Hz 67.3+4.2 54.2+4.7 28.1±4.6 19.9+5.3 13.1+3.2 25.8+5.1 
60 Hz 97.0±4.5 83.9+6.1 53.8±9.0 37.8±8.9 30.6±7.1 46.8+8.8 
SDLG 1 Hz 58.3±4.3 52.8+6.2 43.4+16.8 15.9±5.7 12.7+3.4 14.0+3.3 
10 Hz 68.1±4.9 50.6±6.3 27.9±6.4 19.9±7.2 17.2+4.2 20.8±4.7 
60 Hz 91.22+3.9 74.6±7.2 44.7+8.4 28.6+9.2 26.5+6.2 32.9±6.7 
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Figure 11. Twitch tensions for 1 Hz stimuli (a) and 10 Hz stimuli (b) 
at supramaximal stimulus strength for each group of the study 
(3no significant difference between groups throughout CTT; 
bsignificant difference for all groups CTT = 0 to CTT = 3 
(p£ 0.001); Cno significant difference for all groups between 
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Figure 12. Maximal contractile force for 60 Hz tetanic stimuli for each 
group in the study (^no significant difference between groups 
throughout CTT; ^significant difference for all groups CTT = 0 
to CTT = 3 (p _< 0.001); ^no significant difference for all 
groups between CTT = 3 and CTT = 5) 
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insufficiency is not dependent on the exercise load nor the type of occlu­
sion but is inherent in the animal. 
Resting bradycardia has been shown to occur with exercise training 
(Darrah and Engen, 1982; Scheuer and Tipton, 1977). This research pro­
duced no significant differences in resting heart rate between animal 
groups while under pentobarbital anesthesia. Exercised animals exhibited 
resting heart rates of 319±11 beats per minute, while sedentary animals 
exhibited heart rates averaging 318+9 beats per minute. Increases 
throughout the experimental time period were evident for each group of the 
study along with increases in respiration rate, yet no significant differ­
ences were noted. 
Analysis of the flow dynamics of the peripheral circulation of the 
rat involved measurements made at rest and during reactive hyperemia. The 
transient changes in carotid arterial pressure and both iliac and aortic 
flows during muscle contraction of the anterior tibialis muscle were small 
in comparison to the changes associated with reactive hyperemia and were 
not studied. Measurements of resting and reactive hyperemic flow parame­
ters were used to characterize the peripheral bed in response to vascular 
obstruction and not to exercise. 
Blood pressure has not been shown to change in response to exercise 
training (Scheuer and Tipton, 1977). This study exhibited a significant­
ly lower blood pressure in the EXTB group of animals (p £ 0.05). The de­
crease and subsequent increase in blood pressure correlates to dynamic 
changes in aortic flow. This indicates peripheral bed changes during the 
time course of arterial occlusion. The depression of flow in CTT = 2 and 
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CTT = 3 may be indicative of increased oxygen need in the peripheral bed 
and should reflect changes in peripheral resistance needed to accommodate 
an increased flow. Aortic flows during rest and reactive hyperemia were 
presented previously in Figures 5 and 6 and are tabulated in Table 10. 
Table 10. Resting (RT) and maximum hyperemic (HY) aortic flows during the 
time course of iliac occlusion; all vaîjues are mls/min/kg in 
mean+SEM 
CTT 

























































Absolute aortic flow estimations are subject to experimental and 
electronic errors (Neuwirth and Rawlings, 1979). However, if any error 
associated with the techniques used in this research is random and con­
sistent in its effect, then diffferences between animal groups are not 
altered by electromagnetic flow meter usage. Resting aortic flow measure­
ments made during the course of the experiment exhibit significantly 
higher values for EX animals. In the absence of any clear pattern, all 
SD animals exhibit a decrease in flow alluded to by the changes in both 
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resistance and pressure. The EX animals exhibit increased flow with both 
EX groups having higher terminal flow rates than SD groups. Both SD 
groups exhibited a decrease in flow at termination when compared to con­
trols. EX animals exhibit an average of 27.3+3.2 ml/min/kg aortic flow, 
while sedentary animals averaged 23.1±1.1 ml/min/kg. Peak aortic flows, 
as determined from the reactive hyperemic flow profile, were 33.4+1.8 
ml/min/kg for the SD animals and 39.2+3.9 ml/min/kg for the EX animal. 
The combination of systemic arterial pressure and aortic flow allow 
calculation of a series of resistance terms. These resistance terms 
cannot be used for true peripheral bed resistances nor collateral bed re­
sistances as in Roth et al, (1976), since neither flow nor pressure were 
obtained in the local region. However, if the continuity of the pressure 
throughout the systemic circulation is assumed and errors associated with 
the EMFM techniques are minimal, then these resistance terms may reflect 
alteration in actual peripheral resistance in the rat. Calculated re­
sistance terms for the animals of this study are found in Table 11. 
A significantly lower peripheral vascular resistance (p £ 0.01) is 
present at rest in EX animals. While all SD animals exhibit large in­
creases in both resting and hyperemic resistances immediately after occlu­
sion, all EX animals exhibited a decrease. Resistance terms all increased 
during the duration of the experimental time period with the SD animals 
exhibited higher values at termination. Graphical representation of each 
group's change in vascular resistance is found in Figures 13 and 14. 
These results indicate that the animals of this study possessed the 
ability to compensate for the state of hypoxia in the distal limb by 
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Table 11. Resting (RT) and minimum hyperemia (HY) vascular resistance 
during the time course of iliac occlusion; all values are 
105 dyne-sec/cmS in mean±SEM 
CTT 

























































dynamically altering its resistance to flow. This suggests that these 
animals were not previously dilated to a maximum degree before placement 
of the arterial occlusion and subsequent analysis. Comparisons between 
all exercised and all sedentary animals are graphically presented in 
Figure 15. EX animals with increased blockage of the nutrient artery 
significantly (p _< 0.05) lowered peripheral resistance to the hindlimb 
to maintain flow, while SO animals could not. SD animals exhibited re­
sistance increases which correlate to the placement of an acute major 
resistance blockage in that artery without an alternative pathway for 
blood passage. This favors the conclusion of an exercise-enhanced col­
lateral system which became functional only when the need arose, and this 
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Figure 13. Resting peripheral resistance of the hindlimb of the rodents 
of each group in the study (^significant difference between 
all exercised and all sedentary animals of the study at CTT = 
0 (p < 0.05); "significant difference between all exercised 
and all sedentary animals of the study at CTT =1 (p £ 0.01); 
Cno significant difference in any group at CTT = 3 or 4; '^sig­
nificant difference between all exercised and all sedentary 
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Figure 14. Minimum hyperemic peripheral resistance of the hindlimb of the 
rodents of each group in the study {^significant difference 
between all exercised and all sedentary animals of the study 
at CTT = 0 (p < 0.05); bsignificant difference between all 
exercised and all sedentary animals of the study at CTT = 1 
(p _< 0.01); Cno significant difference between groups; "^sig­
nificant difference between all exercised and all sedentary 
animals of the study at CTT = 5 (p < 0.05)) 
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Figure 15. Peripheral resistance at rest and reactive hypremia in seden­
tary and exercised groups of the study; all values mean±SEM 
(^significant difference between exercise and sedentary ani­
mals in both resting and reactive hyperemic resistances before 
occlusion (p <_ 0.05); ^significant difference in response to 
occlusion between exerciser! and sedentary animals (p _< 0.01)) 
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PART 2. ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF MUSCULAR FATIGUE 
DURING ARTERIAL INSUFFICIENCY 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Electromyography 
One of the major effects of exercise training on muscle is an in­
crease in oxidative metabolic capacity (Scheuer and Tipton, 1977). In­
creases in fatty acid metabolism, fiber cross sectional area, whole muscle 
fatigue resistance and capillary supply have been demonstrated both 
histologically and functionally. Although maturation seems to alter fiber 
composition in muscle (Sillau and Banchero, 1977), light to moderate 
exercise training has not elicited significant changes (Burke, 1981). The 
contractile strength of a muscle is dependent on the summation of the 
twitch tensions from the individual motor units activated as determined 
by the recruitment pattern. Measurement of the contractile force of the 
muscle is termed myography. Myographic analysis consists of a displace­
ment transducer or force transducer mechanically coupled to the muscle 
under investigation. While myography is the study of the summation of 
twitch tensions from individual motor units as determined by the fiber 
type and frequency of activation, electromyography is the summation of the 




The electromyogram (EMG) produced during a voluntary muscular con­
traction is spread out over a long period of time. The nerve impulses 
to various motor units are not time coincident since the propagation delay 
from the spinal cord to the muscle concerned is different for all nerve 
fibers. In addition, during voluntary contractions, any one motor unit 
may produce several action potentials, the frequency of activation being 
determined within the spinal cord. Electrical stimulation of muscle con­
traction is not the same. All neurons with thresholds met by the stimu­
lation intensity are simultaneously stimulated producing a spike of ac­
tivity of much shorter duration. Although the response measured is termed 
an electromyogram, it should perhaps be referred to as a muscle action 
potential. 
Stephens and Stuart (1975) related the speed and size of the ampli­
tudes recruited in cat gastrocnemius motor units generating muscle action 
potentials (MuAP). They suggested that nonlinearities between twitch 
tension generation and MuAP amplitudes were due to different character­
istics of the recruitment of motor units. Sica and McComas (1971) showed 
that slow twitch, fatigue resistant (SR) units predominate at low tension 
levels. A linear increase in MuAP was evident only at low tension gen­
eration. At higher tension levels where fast twitch units (FF, FR) pre­
dominate, MuAPs were 300% higher even though the increments in tension 
generation were identical (Gydikov et al., 1976; Stephens and Stuart, 
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1975). In fact, some units were activated only after muscle tension was 
greater than 75% of maximum isometric strength (Perry and Bekey, 1981). 
Employing muscle models which incorporate more than one type of motor 
unit, varied recruitment of those units providing different motor unit 
potentials, and a process whereby contractility loss due to fatigue could 
be assessed, the EMG amplitude was related to the strength of exertion 
(Milner-Brown and Stein, 1975). However, after nearly 50 years of re­
search, the quantification of EMG and muscle force remains clouded except 
for certain tasks by specific muscles (Perry and Bekey, 1981). 
The arrival of an induced action potential at a motor endplate in­
duces a depolarization of a corresponding fiber. The depolarization 
spreads to both ends of the muscle fiber constituting the MuAP. If a 
variety of motor units is active, electromyographic electrodes record the 
interference pattern resulting from the temporal and spatial super posi­
tioning of fiber MuAPs. Clearly, the resulting EMG is dependent on the 
position, type and orientation of those electrodes. To minimize the 
effects of superimposing multiple muscles on the EMG waveform, most in­
vestigators choose a single isolated muscle for analysis (Stephens and 
Taylor, 1973). Chaffin et al. (1980) found that spacing electrodes closer 
together results in a decrease in nonlinearity. They concluded that 
greater spacing increases sensitivity to larger numbers of active motor 
units and, hence, shifted the recruitment pattern. By standardizing the 
alignment of the stimulating and recording electrodes in successive ani­
mals, the recording electrodes were assumed to be sensitive to the same 
populations of motor units. The initial and terminal low amplitude 
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components of the motor unit potential originated from the activity of 
fibers remote from the electrodes. This amplitude was more consistent 
with increased distance from the electrode than the fibers making up the 
spike potential. Inactive motor units presented a high impedance to 
fast potentials acting as a low pass filter thus reducing the high fre­
quency content of the resultant MuAP, 
Signal Acquisition Systems 
The signal acquisition system is obviously the basis on which the 
EMG analysis rests (Perry and Bekey, 1981). Carlson and Schwieler (1958) 
demonstrated the similarity between intramuscular and surface electrodes 
in detecting electromyographic activity and correlated this to myographic 
records. However, Perry and Bekey (1981) cite many references demon­
strating a loss of frequency composition with surface electrodes in com­
parison to intramuscular electrodes. The reproducibility of amplitudes 
in animal to animal usage v.'as reduced to 0.88 v.-ith surface electrodes ar.d 
0.66 with intramuscular electrodes noting, however, that surface elec­
trodes were plagued with significant interference (Hof and van den Berg, 
1977). 
The techniques used for obtaining and quantifying the EMG signal 
have varied markedly among investigators. Some clinical reports do not 
mention the techniques used to obtain the EMG signal (Duncan, 1975; 
Winter and Quanbury, 1975). Signals have been processed by amplifiers 
with a staggering variety of specifications. Input impedances ranged from 
1/2 to 100 megaohms with conmon mode rejection ratios of 40 to 120 dB and 
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gains from 10 to 10,000 (Lindstrom et al., 1974; Trimble et al., 1973). 
Single ended and differential amplifier input configurations have been 
used in conjunction with a variety of band pass filters between 2 and 
5000 Hz. The lowest frequency limit of the filter is designed to 
eliminate motion artifact and DC drift, while the high frequency end is 
required to limit signal bandwidth prior to A/D conversion thus avoiding 
aliasing errors (Trimble et al., 1973). 
Muscle Dynamics 
Perry and Bekey (1981) refer to a number of studies which indicate 
that individual motor unit potentials decrease both in frequency of dis­
charge and amplitude in severe fatigue. These individual motor unit 
potential changes do not necessarily reflect neuromuscular failure 
(Burke, 1981). Continuous stimulation was shown by Burke (1981) to lead 
to rapid failure of both mechanical output and EMG amplitude which was due 
to both neuromuscular and fiber fatigue characteristics. Intermittent 
stimulation did result in greater dissociation of force output and EMG 
alteration. 
Edwards (1981) noted that muscle function recovered after fatigued 
states at different rates in different muscles. MuAP amplitudes re­
covered quickly (30-60 seconds) post-ischemia, while maximum isometric 
force recovered in 5-10 minutes. Forces produced by 20/second stimulation 
remained depressed for up to 24 hours (Edwards et al., 1977). They sug­
gested that analysis of the MuAP by frequency spectral content may be 
important in analyzing the fatigue state. Spectral analysis of the motor 
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unit potential was based on the principle that the potential is composed 
of a series of simpler frequency components. Fourier Analysis describes a 
periodically repeating waveform of any degree of complexity as a series of 
sinusoidal frequencies. The frequencies contained in the motor unit 
potential range from 2 Hz to 5 kHz and are distributed continuously with 
a peak at 200 Hz (Mills, 1982). The Fourier power spectral plot of EMG 
waveforms exhibited for both normal and fatigued muscle has been shown to 
shift toward lower frequencies with increasing levels of fatigue (Kogi and 
Hakomada, 1962; Lindstrom et al., 1970, 1974; Petrofsky and Lind, 1980). 
Mills (1982) found 25% reductions in MuAPs and 37% decreases in the mean 
power frequency (MPF) after fatiguing exercise. No increases in either 
MuAP amplitude nor MPF occurred until after ischemic cuff constriction was 
released. MPF during fatigue changed from 82 Hz after 10 seconds of 
ischemia to 73 Hz at one minute, 63 Hz at two minutes, and 56 Hz at three 
minutes. When force of muscle contraction had decreased 50% due to muscle 
ischemia, MuAP had decreased 10% and MPF had decreased 20% from initial. 
Extrapolation of these results suggests that when muscular contractile 
force ceased, both MuAP and MPF would decrease approximately to 50% of 
initial values. 
Previous work by Gross et al. (1970), Komi and Tesch (1979), and 
Viitasalo and Komi (1975) has used a ratio of power contribution in vari­
ous frequency bands within the spectral plot. These analyses appeared 
highly variable and may have been attributed to the statistical combina­
tion of large bands into single points used for ratio comparison. Obser­
vation of power contribution of each harmonic produces much more con-
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si stent and reproducible analyses (Mills, 1982). Mills (1982) further 
shows that under supramaximal nerve stimulation, the power spectral shift 
and MuAP amplitude changes were similar to voluntary EMG records. He 
concluded that MuAP changes induced by muscle fatigue were accurate pre­
dictors of the metabolic state of the muscle and correlated well with 
muscle forces. This work is contradicted by several researchers (Kaiser 
and Petersen, 1963; Lindstrom and Petersen, 1981; Petrofsky and Lind, 
1980) only in the sense that mean power frequencies of the voluntary EMG 
could not be correlated to the contractile force. They acknowledged both 
the fall in tensile strength and spectral shift and concluded that more 
than a decrease in motor unit activation frequency contributes to the 
spectral shift in fatigue since activation rates in stimulated muscles 
had little effect on the power spectral plot. 
The spectral shift to lower frequencies during fatigue in muscle is 
wel1-documented but difficult to explain. Some possible explanations as 
cunnac+oH anri  Rolf f  I  Oft I  \ av*o ac fnl  I  nwc • 
1. MuAPs from individual muscle fibers may alter their shape and 
lengthen their duration. This would alter frequency content 
thereby eliciting a spectral shift to the left. 
2. Activation frequency may appear altered by synchronization of low 
frequency components or an actual fall in activation frequency. 
3. MuAPs from slow twitch (SR) and fast twitch (FF, FR) units may 
have different frequency components. If FF and FR units have 
higher frequency content and activation fails with continued 
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force production, then overall frequency content of the sunmated 
MuAPs falls. 
It is important to note that the induced EMG record is defined dif­
ferently in different studies and the force measurements differ among ex­
perimenters. Compounding this, differences in electrode types, instru­
mentation and data analysis increase the variability in characterizing the 
relationship between electrical potentials and mechanical force. There­
fore, considerable skepticism exists concerning the existence of any 
verifiable mathematical model explaining this phenomenon (Perry and 
Bekey, 1981). 
Mathematical Modeling the EMG 
The foundation of all work attempting to mathematically characterize 
the relationship between some measure of the EMG signal and developed ten­
sion was done by Lippold (1952). Since then, these relationships have 
been analyzed mainly by some type of statistical regression alluding to 
the existence of a nonlinear increase with linear loading (Milner-Brown 
et al., 1973, 1975; Sica and McComas, 1971; Chaffin et al., 1980). 
Linearity of this relationship has given way to concerns of reproducibili­
ty muscle to muscle and even within the same muscle (Cans and Gorniak, 
1980). They suggested that norireproducibility and variability the EMG 
signal apparently resulted from anatomically inexact placement of the 
recording electrodes into physiological and histochemically different 
fasicles of the muscle. This variability was amplified by recording from 
muscles highly active at relatively low tension levels and from comparison 
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comparison among recordings representing muscles differing in activity at 
equal tension levels. The conclusion reached by Gans and Gorniak (1980) 
and supported by Perry and Bekey (1981) is that the EMG-force relationship 
is indeed reproducible. Variability could be 1) spatial, in which case 
adjacent electrodes may perceive distinctively different signals or 2) 
temporal, in which case the potentials at an electrode may differ during 
successive contractions. Spatial variability certainly resulted in error 
due to mixed fiber types within each muscle. Therefore, electrodes must 
be placed into identical regions in each muscle or identical fiber layers 
of complex muscles so that the electrode may sample equivalent biological 
events. This concludes that reproducibility exists only in the reflection 
of equivalent events, and nonreproducibility in a changing muscle reflects 
only that the recording system is working properly. 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 
The signal acquisition system is the basis on which electromyographic 
analysis of muscular function rests (Perry and Bekey, 1981). In addition 
to the analysis of the myographic response of these animals to vascular 
insufficiency, electromyographic signals from the contracting muscles were 
also recorded. The methods used to obtain and analyze the myogram were 
explained in Part 1. The electromyogram (EMG), which is the summation of 
compound muscle action potentials (CMAP) obtained by contraction of the 
anterior tibialis muscle, was recorded for each of the three activating 
frequencies employed in Part 1. These signals were obtained before 
arterial occlusion and then at similar time intervals to those used in 
FLOW analyses. Induced EMG waveforms were monitored by bipolar, one-half 
inch, 27 gauge needle electrodes coupled to a Hewlett-Packard 151 OA 
electromyograph. The needle electrodes were placed into reproducible re­
gions of the connective tissue sheath surrounding the lateral surface of 
the anterior tibialis muscle in each animal. 
Data Acquisition Systems 
The recording system consisted of input impedance greater than 50 
megaohms and a selected bandwidth frequency of 15 hertz to 1 kilohertz. 
This bandwidth was selected to eliminate motion artifact and DC drift and 
to avoid very high frequency composition. This resulted in elimination 
of aliasing problems associated with EMG analyses (Trimble et al., 1973). 
Total noise inherent in the system was limited to 2 microvolts RMS at a 
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sensitivity of 10 uV/cm. Accuracy of the gain was ±5% with a common mode 
rejection of 100 dB at 60 Hz and 100 kilohms source impedance unbalance. 
The entire system and animal were grounded with a ground electrode placed 
between the recording electrodes on the muscle and the stimulating elec­
trodes on the nerve. This eliminated the effects of motion artifact 
caused by the contracting anterior tibialis muscle. 
Electromyographic signals were recorded for each of the activation 
frequencies used to generate the myographic record. These were, in 
succession, 1 hertz, 10 hertz, and 50 hertz tetanic stimulation. EMG 
records of the muscle contractions were recorded at rest and then at 
selected intervals throughout the experimental time period. 
Muscle electrical activity was displayed on the Beckman R-611 re­
corder by filtering the EMG signal between DC and 100 Hz. Filtered EMG 
signals and the raw EMG signal from the electromyograph were recorded on 
the Hewlett-Packard 3960 instrumentation recorder for later analysis, 
along with the myographic record and blood pressure. 
Experimental Measurements 
EMG records from each group of animals (EXLG, EXTB, SDLG, SDTB) were 
analyzed by methods similar to Chaffin et al. (1980). EMG analysis was 
implemented by use of a Digital PDP—8s computer with A/D conversion capa­
bility set at 5.8 KHz coupled with a bridge rectifying circuit. The raw 
EMG was amplified and rectified by a diode rectifier employing four 
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IN 4001^ (50 PIV, 1 amp) diodes and 10 ohms of input impedance. The 
rectified signal was displayed graphically on the Beckman R-611 and then 
electrically averaged to obtain both peak and mean rectified EMG signals. 
Correlation between the total muscle electrical energy during contraction 
and the myographic record showed no significant difference between animal 
groups of the study in regard to the change in the EMG with fatigue. 
Therefore, all animal records were processed with A/D conversion at 5.8 
KHz. 
Raw EMG signals were digitized at 5.8 KHz and displayed both numeri­
cally and graphically on the Digital PDP-8a computer. The program used to 
convert the analog signal to digital data on the PDP-8a is found in 
Appendix D. EMG records from three selected states of contractile fatigue 
were digitized and cataloged for later analysis. Normal muscle records 
were represented by muscle contractions from normal unoccluded limbs. 
Intermediate ischemic fatigue was represented by muscle contractions of 
50 to 75% normal. Ssvsrs ischemic fatigue was reprssented by muscle 
contractions of less than 25% normal. 
Stored EMG contractile records were then numerically filtered to an 
effective sampling rate of 1.4 KHz for each of the three states of 
fatigue. This was done to limit the number of data points on which 
Fourier analysis was done. Fourier analysis was implemented by the pro­
gram listed in Appendix D and was calculated on the PET Commodore 2001 
minicomputer. Each waveform was analyzed for frequency composition. All 
^Jim-pak, San Carlos, CA. 
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amplitude and phase information was numerically printed out for the first 
50 harmonics of each waveform. Raw printout from the Fourier analysis is 
represented in Appendix D for three animals from each state of contractile 
fatigue. 
The EMG analysis was then correlated to the fatigue state that was 
represented and statistical analysis was implemented. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Since the early work of Lippold (1952), efforts have continued 
attempting to fit a mathematical model to the relationships between 
electromyographic potential and contractile force. Electromyographic 
analysis in this study was concerned with determining the prognostic 
ability of the EMG to assess muscular integrity. Muscular integrity was 
defined as the ability of the muscle to contract forcibly when faced with 
increasing durations of vascular insufficiency. Muscular integrity was, 
therefore, assumed to be related to vascular integrity, hence, oxygen de­
livery to the muscle undergoing contractile work. The occurrence of 
critical arterial stenosis and its subsequent effects on the hemodynamics 
of the circulation was assumed then to have an effect on the maintenance 
of muscular integrity. 
Analysis of the electromyographic records was limited by elimination 
of incomplete data records for individual animals of the study. Only 
those exercised (EX) and sedentary (SD) animals containing EMG recordings 
without 60 Hz electrical interference and EMG records throughout the 
duration of arterial insufficiency were included in the analysis. This 
was done in an attempt to limit error due to reproducibility problems with 
EMG analyses as described by Gans and Gorniak (1980). 
The results of the electromyographic statistical analysis indicated 
that there was no significant difference between the responses of the ani­
mals in any group regarding the relationship between EMG potential and 
contractile force. The type of occlusion in the artery, therefore, did 
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not affect the resultant amplitude of the mean rectified EMG signal. The 
presence of arterial obstruction did, however, affect this amplitude and 
caused the hypoxic-induced decrease in rectified EMG amplitude found by 
Mills (1982). These results are presented for both 1 Hz and 10 Hz twitch 
frequencies in Figures 16 and 17, respectively. These figures express the 
relationship between mean rectified compound muscle action potential 
amplitude (CMAP) and the duration of vascular occlusion. A significant 
(p _< 0.001) difference in CMAP occurs throughout the first 35 minutes 
after occlusion of the nutrient artery under both 1 Hz and 10 Hz stimuli 
for both EX and SD animals. These data support the graphical representa­
tion of twitch tension decreases as found in Figure 11. The correlation 
between tetanic mean rectified CMAP and maximum contractile force is also 
supported by the results graphed in Figure 18. A statistically signifi­
cant decrease (p _< 0.001) in CMAP occurs during the first 35 minutes 
post-occlusion in both EX and SD animals. The 35 minute time period is 
equivalent to the generated CTT time interval of three which is equal to 
an average of 34 minutes. CMAP did not change significantly in any of the 
three stimulating frequencies after the 35 minute time period for any 
group of animals. This correlates to the nonsignificant change in twitch 
tensions found after 35 minutes in Figures 11a, lib, and 12. 
If cXcPCiSc produced an alteration in either fiber composition cr 
contribution to muscle contractility, then changes in the mean potential 
recorded during contraction may result. No significant differences in the 
time course related reductions in CMAP amplitude were observed bewteen the 
EX and SD animals of this study at any of the stimulating frequencies 
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Figure 16. Mean rectified CMAP amplitude with 1 Hz stimuli (millivolts) in comparison to the 
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Figure 17. Mean rectified CMAP amplitude with 10 Hz stimuli (millivolts) in comparison to the 
duration of vascular occlusion (minutes) of the left iliac artery of the rat; all 
values mean+SEM 
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Figure 18. Mean rectified CMAP amplitude with tetanic stimulation of the anterior tibialis muscle 
(milnvolts) in comparison to the duration of vascular occlusion (minutes) of the left 
iliac artery of the rat; all values mean+SEM 
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used. Therefore, the exercising regime instituted in this study cannot 
be assumed to have altered histochemical composition of the anterior 
tibialis musculature nor fiber recruitment patterns during ischemic 
fatigue. 
To establish a relationship between the induced EMG potential and 
the contractile strength of the tibialis muscle, a method similar to 
Chaffin et al. (1980) was first implemented. It is possible to statisti­
cally fit a mathematical model to any series of points, but the accuracy 
of that fit is a source of continued controversy (Perry and Bekey, 1981). 
Chaffin and coworkers' (1980) research is limited by the absence of a 
confirmable statistical analysis method and yet claims high correlation 
coefficients. The analysis of the EMG potential data obtained in this 
study was done initially by mathematically fitting the best quadratic 
model to the entire spectrum of points for each of the three stimulating 
frequencies. The results of this analysis are found in Table 12. 
Low correlation coefficients for this statistical approach allude to 
the possibility that although the animal responds to increasing levels of 
ischemic fatigue by decreasing the amplitude of the mean CMAP, the rela­
tionship may indeed not be linear nor quadratic. To test this hypothesis, 
each set of data points from each animal was modeled for the best statis­
tical fit of the equation of a line. The results indicated that the re­
lationship may have been quadratic for each animal; thus, the average 
quadratic equation for all animals was calculated. These results are 
found in Table 13. 
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Table 12. Statistical coefficients generated by modeling the spectrum of 
data points for all animals in each of the three activating 
frequencies with a quadratic equation for the form CMAP = 
Ko + KiF + K2F2 
Stimulating Value Quadratic 






























Table 13. Statistical coefficients generated by modeling the spectrum of 
data points for each animal in each of the three activation 
frequencies; the average line of all animals is then calculated 
for the form CMAP = Kq + K]F + K^F? 
Stimulating Value Quadratic 
frequency Coefficient (mean±SEM) P^ > F correlation 
1 Hz KQ 0.0424=0.1072 - 0.591 
0.0057=0.0023 0.02 
Kg 0.00004±0.00003 0.17 
10 Hz KQ 0.0417+0.1770 - 0.683 
K^ 0.0269=0.0067 0.0001 
Kg -0.0002=0.00007 0.0495 
60 Hz KQ 0.8274=0.5803 - 0.752 
K^ -0.0238=0.0175 0.0001 
Kg 0.00061=0.0001 0.0001 
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These results indicate that a higher degree of statistical correla­
tion is reached when an average mathematical equation is formulated from 
the sum of the quadratic equations used to fit each series of data points 
from each animal. The doubling of the correlation coefficients produced 
by this analysis suggests that the relationship between contractile 
strength and CMAP amplitude is quadratic for the anterior tibialis muscle 
of the rat. The quadratic equation of the data for tetanic stimulation 
was similar to the work of Chaffin et al. (1980) who found the force 
amplitude relationship to be 
EMG(mean) = 0.096 - 0.066F + 0.00043F^ 
where EMG(mean) was the average rectified EMG potential and F was the 
isometric tension of contraction in Kg, This research found the relation­
ship to be modeled by the equation 
CMAP(mean) = 0.8274 - 0.0238F + 0.00061F^ 
where CMAP(mean) was the average rectified CMAP potential with supramaxi­
mal stimuli and F was the dynamic twitch tension in grams/kilogram of body 
weight. 
The physiological significance of these equations has not been 
demonstrated. The increase in potential with increased loading in either 
the dynamic or isometric contraction must reach a maximum. This maximum 
may be related to the maximum contractile strength of the muscle under 
test but this cannot be determined from this study. 
This research also examined the relationship between the shape of the 
CMAP amplitude-force curve and activation frequency. Mills (1982) showed 
that with supramaximal nerve stimulation both power spectral shift and 
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CMAP amplitude changes were similar to voluntary EMG records during 
fatigue. Lindstrom and Petersen (1981) and Petrofsky and Lind (1980) 
showed that the activation frequency had only a small effect on changing 
the power spectral plot. The activating frequencies employed in this 
study produced altered coefficients for the quadratic fit of the force-
CMAP amplitude data. These equations and the spread of data points ob­
served for each of the activation frequencies of 1, 10 and 50 Hz are found 
in Figures 19, 20, and 21, respectively. Although the coefficients for 
the quadratic model change with activation frequency,the maximum CMAP 
amplitude is observed at both the 1 and 10 Hz frequencies. At 1 Hz 
activation, the CMAP amplitude reaches a maximum at 0.25 mV which corre­
lates to a twitch tension of 72.0 grams/kilogram of body weight. At 10 
Hz activation, the CMAP amplitude reaches a higher maximum at 1.15 mV 
which correlates to a twitch tension of 67.0 grams/kilogram of body 
weight. Tetanic stimulation did not reach a maximum, yet twitch tensions 
of approximately 70 grams/kilogram of body weight result in CMAP ampli­
tudes of 1.16 mV. The similarity between twitch tensions suggests simi­
larity between force of contraction and CMAP amplitude for increasing 
activation frequencies excluding tetanic contraction. 
Power spectral analysis required digital evaluation of analog data. 
Following signal processing. CMAP records were displayed on an oscillo­
scope for each of three selected states of muscular integrity. Normal 
muscle was considered that muscle without arterial obstruction of its 
nutrient artery. Intermediate ischemic fatigue was considered to be 
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Figure 21. Tetanic mean rectified CMAP versus twitch tension 
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of normal contractile function. Extreme ischemic fatigue was considered 
to be that muscle with arterial input obstruction that exhibited less than 
25% of normal contractile function. Computer generated CMAPs from se­
lected animals of the study for each state of muscular fatigue are found 
in Figures 22, 23, and 24. 
The normal electromyographic record of contraction of the anterior 
tibialis muscle generated by the computer exhibited greater frequency com­
ponents and higher amplitude composition. During ischemic fatigue, the 
electromyographic record begins to lose harmonic composition and amplitude 
yet are highly variable in appearance. In severe ischemic fatigue, the 
contraction process produces CMAP amplitudes which are the lowest in 
harmonic composition and amplitude. However, the classic biphasic poten­
tial exists even in the absence of muscular contractile force. The com­
putational program used to obtain and analyze the CMAP is found in 
Appendix D. 
Fourier analysis of the generated waveform separated the CriAP into a 
series of frequency components and produced plots of both the amplitude 
and power spectra for each state of muscular integrity. Figure 25 dis­
plays calculated Fourier amplitude spectra for three selected normal 
muscles which were digitized at 5.8 kHz and filtered numerically to an 
effective sampling rate of 1.4 kHz. This facilitated computational 
analysis with the Fourier program listed in Appendix D. Normal muscle 
amplitude spectra exhibited the highest full scale amplitudes and harmonic 
composition. Fatigued muscle (intermediate) Fourier amplitude spectra are 
displayed in Figure 26. The CMAPs of this muscle were obtained identi-
Figure 22. Computer regenerated electromyograms demonstrating normal 
anterior tibialis muscle digitized at 5.8 kHz of four 
selected animals; note the higher frequency components 
present in each of these displays 
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Figure 23, Computer regenerated electromyograms demonstrating inter­
mediate ischemic fatigue (50%-75% normal) of the anterior 
tibialis muscle digitized at 5.8 kHz of four selected 
animals; note the variation of potential for each animal 
for similar fatigue states 
1 0 0  
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Figure 24. Computer regenerated electromyograms demonstrating extreme 
ischemic fatigue (<25% normal) of the anterior tibialis 
muscle digitized at 5.8 kHz of four selected animals; note 
bi-phasic potential exists in the absence of muscle con­
tractile strength 
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Figure 25. Three selected Fourier amplitude spectral plots of normal muscle electromyographic wave­
forms digitized at 5.8 kHz, and filtered numerically to an effective sampling rate of 
1.4 kHz; note the full scale amplitudes of each analysis representative of normal 
electromyograms 
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cally to that of normal muscle and exhibited a decrease in full scale 
amplitudes and a shift in harmonic composition toward the lower harmonics. 
Severely fatigued muscle Fourier amplitude spectra are displayed in Figure 
27. The CMAPs of this group were obtained in a similar manner and ex­
hibit further decreases in full scale amplitudes and elimination of some 
frequency composition. It is not known whether this represents a shift 
in recruitment patterns in the muscle or inactivation of muscle units 
during severe fatigue. 
Figure 28 represents the resultant power spectra for three selected 
animals for each state of muscular integrity. Data acquisition was 
identical to that of the amplitude spectra analysis. These data express 
the decrease in full scale power with increasing levels of fatigue and 
supports the findings of Mills (1982) by exhibiting a power shift to the 
lower harmonics with intermediate fatigue. In contrast to the works of 
Mills (1982), Gross et al. (1970) and Petrofsky and Lind (1980), this 
research found a shift back toward the higher harmonic with severe 
ischemic fatigue. Although the mechanism behind this shift can be 
attributed to a shift in recruitment patterns or changes in activation of 
motor units, this research cannot distinguish between the two. The 
phenomenon was observed in both EX and SD animals and was highly repro­
ducible in each animal group. This shift may be due to disruption of the 
low frequency component synchronization seen with intermediate fatigue 
(Perry and Bekey, 1981) or to a change in potential composition as seen 
in this research. This alteration must be great enough to elicit a 
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Figure 27. Three selected Fourier amplitude spectral plots of extreme ischemic fatigue (<25% 
normal) muscle electromyographic waveforms digitized at 5.8 kHz, and filtered numeri­
cally to an effective sampling rate of 1.4 kHz; note further decreases in full scale 
amplitudes and disappearance of some harmonic composition with increasing muscle 
weakness 
Figure 28. Three selected Fourier power spectral plots of muscle electromyographic waveforms from 
three different states of muscle contractile strength digitized at 5.8 kHz, and filtered 
numerically to an effective sampling rate of 1.4 kHz: a. Extreme ischemic fatigue 
(<25% normal). Note the further decrease in power with increasing levels of fatigue in 
addition to power spectral shift back toward the higher frequencies; b. Intermediate 
ischemic fatigue {50%-75% normal). Note the decrease in power with increasing levels of 
fatigue in addition to power spectral shift toward the lower harmonics; c. Normal 
muscle 
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spectral shift. The amplitude and phase information generated by Fourier 
analysis is found in Appendix D. 
The results of the electromyographic analysis suggest that the force 
of contraction cannot be explicitly predicted from the CMAP record. How­
ever, the integrity of the muscle preparation or prediction of the 
ability of the muscle preparation to contract can be made with the elec­
tromyographic record. In addition, predictions of approximate contractile 
strength can be made when strengths are categorized into normal, inter­
mediate, and severe ischemic fatigue levels. 
n o  
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Eighty-eight, 150 gram male rats were randomly separated into an 
exercised or a sedentary group. Exercising animals exercised at a 
moderate work load for a minimum of twenty weeks. Sedentary animals re­
mained inactive throughout the study. Animals were evaluated at the 
termination of the exercise program for hemodynamic alterations associated 
with vascular insufficiency in the working anterior tibialis muscle. 
Evaluations were done for both mechanical obstruction and complete thrombo-
plastin-induced atherosclerotic obstruction of the left iliac artery in 
the hindlimb. 
The major findings of the present study were as follows: 
1. Institution of a moderate exercise program caused reduction of 
body weight and a significant increase in relative heart weight (p <_ 0.01) 
in the exercised animals of this study. Research with similar exercise 
programs (Darrah and Engen, 1982) contradicts the exercised induced 
cardiac hypertrophy found in this study. 
2. Exercised animals did not exhibit resting bradycardia, yet one 
group of exercised animals (EXTB) exhibited a significantly lower (p <_ 
0.05) resting mean arterial pressure. 
3. The reactive hyperemic evaluation of the rodent peripheral bed 
suggests that the rat exhibits a damped response in comparison to the dog 
or man. Repayment ratios and peak aortic flow increases are one-half to 
one-fourth that of the dog. This supports the research of Peters et al. 
(1980) in the coronary system of the rat. 
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4. There was a significantly (p £ 0.05) higher aortic flow to the 
hindlimbs of all exercised animals both at rest and after 90 minutes of 
iliac occlusion irrespective of the type of arterial occlusion. 
5. There was a significantly (p £ 0.05) higher maximum hyperemic 
flow to the hindlimbs of all exercised animals both at rest and after 90 
minutes of iliac occlusion irrespective of the type of arterial occlusion. 
The highest maximum aortic flow was reached within ten minutes after 
thrombotic occlusion in one group of exercised animals. 
6. All animals exhibited a significant drop (p £ 0.01) in percent 
increase of mean aortic flow during reactive hyperemia during the first 
45 minutes post-arterial occlusion. This was followed by a significant 
increase (p £ 0.05) in mean aortic flow during reactive hyperemia. The 
exercised animals with arterial ligation occlusion possessed a significant­
ly higher (p £ 0.05) ability to increase flow during reactive hyperemia. 
7. There were no significant differences in peak aortic velocity 
during reactive hyperemia throughout the duration of arterial occlusion. 
8. Measurements of reactive hyperemic half time are similar to 
those documented for normal and arterial diseased aorto-iliac segments in 
man (Fronek et al., 1973). There was no significant difference in any 
group of the study, although increasing trends were evident during the 
first 30 minutes post-occlusion. 
9. Reactive hyperemic response duration seems to be a better measure 
of the repayment of oxygen in rodent reactive hyperemia. There was a 
significant difference (p £0.01) between all thrombotic animals and all 
ligated animals after 90 minutes of occlusion. The mean of all animals 
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also exhibited a significant (p <_ 0.05) increase in response duration time 
indicative of aortoiliac obstruction. 
10. There were no significant differences between the groups of this 
study in regard to muscle contractility with increasing duration of 
vascular insufficiency. However, the duration of vascular insufficiency 
is significantly (p <_ 0.001) correlated to decreases in contractility over 
the first 45 minutes after occlusion. No significant changes in muscle 
contractility occur after 45 minutes of arterial insufficiency. Some 
animals in each group maintained muscle contractility after 90 minutes 
of nutrient arterial occlusion. 
11. A significantly lower (p < 0.05) peripheral resistance was ex­
hibited at rest and during reactive hyperemia in the exercised animals of 
this study. This was present both before and after 90 minutes of arterial 
occlusion. Exercised animals exhibited decreases in peripheral resistance 
immediately after occlusion, while sedentary animals exhibited increases 
which were significant (p _< 0.01). The magnitude of the changes was 
greater in the thrombotic animals than in the ligated animals. 
12. Dynamic resistance changes suggest that the animals of this 
study did not possess maximally dilated peripheral vascular beds prior to 
analysis. 
13. There was no significant difference between groups of the study 
regarding changes in EMG potential and muscular contractility during the 
time course of the experiment. 
14. A significant (p _< 0.001) decrease in rectified mean EMG poten­
tial amplitude occurs during the first 35 minutes post-occlusion in each 
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group which compared statistically (p £ 0.001) to decreases in contractile 
function regardless of activating frequency. 
15. The Fourier power spectral analysis accurately predicted the 
state of muscular fatigue due to vascular occlusion by exhibiting de­
creases in spectral amplitude and phase shift to lower harmonic composi-
ti on. 
16. Extremely fatigued muscle (less than 25% of normal contractile 
function) exhibited a continued trend of decreasing spectral amplitudes 
but also exhibited a shift toward higher harmonic composition. This 
shift was not to the level of normal muscle but yet reproducible in 
multiple muscle samples. Whether this shift was due to a shift in motor 
unit recruitment or a destruction of motor units is not known. 
It becomes apparent that the interrelationships between exercise and 
the cardiovascular system are beyond the scope of one investigation. Even 
more certain is the feeling that collateral vessel characterization is 
dependent not only on the animal chosen as the model but also on the 
methods and techniques employed by the researcher. This research has 
shown that exercise alters the peripheral hemodynamics of the rodent 
hindlimb in response to two types of vascular occlusion. Whether this 
alteration was adequate enough to elicit changes in the muscle contractile 
model studied is seriously doubted. The techniques presented here suggest 
that characterization of the rodent hindlimb vasculature is possible by 
both hemodynamic and induced electromyographic analysis after arterial 
occlusion. The importance of arterial nutrient delivery on muscular 
performance was demonstrated. This was correlated not only to the reac­
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tive hyperemic state of the hindlimb but also to dynamic work capacity of 
the anterior tibialis muscle under induced loading as measured by the 
electromyogram. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Research on the effects of exercise on the cardiovascular system will 
continue for many years to come without undisputed proof or acceptance 
that exercise is indeed beneficial. Statistics generally provide proof 
that exercise decreases the likelihood of vascular disease associated 
death, yet the mechanism behind "why" it works is unclear. Part of the 
foundation needed to explore why exercise may indeed be beneficial lies in 
our ability to characterize the dynamic vascularity of the body. Charac­
terization studies quite obviously produce widely variable results de­
pendent not only on the presence of collateral vasculature but also on the 
extent of recruitment of that collateral vasculature. This varies not 
only between animal species but also within animals of the same species as 
shown in this research. Animal variability coupled with an enormous 
variability in the techniques used for characterization support the high 
degree of confusion that exists when exercise studies are compared. 
Future work in the area of collateral characterization should be 
coupled with characterization of the functional integrity of the organ or 
tissue in question. Complete vascular obstruction in humans does and will 
continue to elicit entirely different clinical symptomology. The effect 
of the recruitment of the collateral network is an alteration of the 
function of the tissue or muscle in question. It seems necessary then 
that future research should direct itself toward the correlation between 
vascular insufficiency and alteration of tissue function. Development of 
a noninvasive technique to accurately and precisely assess tissue function 
under different states of metabolic loading most certainly would be a 
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large piece in the puzzle. This technique then could be used to predict 
the contribution of any collateral vasculature, and indirectly address the 
effects of exercise. 
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APPENDIX A: TREADMILL GRATE STIMULATOR DESIGN 
An electric grate stimulating device was constructed for electric 
shock motivation of the exercising animals in this study. Supplying 60 
Hz, 115VAC to a VARO DC SPL full wave rectifying circuit and amplifying 
the signal, it delivers a variable (0-14kV DC) voltage at 0 to 14 milli-
amps to the metal grate of the treadmill. When coupled to a pulsed 12 
VDC input to the relay, a 0 to 10 hertz shock can be delivered. The en­
tire device is electrostatically isolated and contains a safety shock 
delivery switch. 
3A ISOLITION ^ GROUND 
TRANSFORMER 
115 vac: 60 Hz 
200K 
OUTPUT 
1M + 0-14 KV 
— =. 'max-l*"» oil, 12 VDC Relay and Bypass 
0-10 Hz 






115VAC 0 140 VAC 
VARIAC 
Figure Al. A simple design for shock motivation of exercising rodents 
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APPENDIX B; EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
The following is a graphical representation of the experimental design 
used to evaluate the animals of this study and lists the number of animals 
used in each results section. The n values for each group represent only 
those animals used in statistical analysis. 
Male Sprague Dawley Rats 





(17 meters/minute on 
a 10° incline, 25 
minutes per day, 5 
days each week for 
20 weeks) 
Exercised animals (EX) 
(body weight=507±10 g) 
Sedentary 
(n=48) 
Normal caged activity 
Sedentary animals (SD) 























FLOW: Hemodynamic evaluation (n=29). Animals were evaluated with 
peripheral hemodynamic measurements in response to vascular in­
sufficiency caused by arterial occlusion. Results of this analysis 
are found in Part 1. 
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EMG: Electromyographic evaluation (n=33). Animals were evaluated with 
analysis of electromyographic records from contracting muscle in re­
sponse to vascular insufficiency caused by arterial occlusion. Re­
sults of this analysis are found in Part 2. 
Each group of animals (FLOW, EMG) were analyzed as follows: 
ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC EVALUATION HEMODYNAMIC EVALUATION 
(Left carotid arterial cannulation 
for measurement of systemic pressure) 
LEFT ANTERIOR TIBIALIS NERVE ISOLATION 
AND CONNECTION OF THE MECHANICAL FORCE 
TRANSDUCER TO THE LEFT HIND FOOT 
(Measurement of muscular contractility 
in response to 1, 10, and 60 Hz supra­
maximal stimulation during each record­
ing period as measured by the myogram) 
I 
ISOLATION OF THE DESCENDING AORTA AND 
THE LEFT ILIAC ARTERY TO THE HYPOGASTRIC 





CAROTID ARTERIAL CANNULATION 
ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC EVALUATION 
( EMG ) 
HEMODYNAMIC EVALUATION 
! Fi nw\ 
Insertion of EMG electrodes 
into the anterior tibialis 
muscle and connection of the 
electromyograph (recording 
of the electromyogram) 
Placement of the electro­
magnetic flowmeters on the 
aorta and left iliac arte-
ings) (reactive hyperemic 
evaluation) 
ries (hind limb flow record-
CONTROL RECORDINGS FOLLOWED BY ARTERIAL 
BLOCKAGE (LIGATION OR THROMBOSIS) 
RECORDINGS IN EACH ANIMAL FOR A MINIMUM 
OF 90 MINUTES AT 20 MINUTE INTERVALS 
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APPENDIX C: BLOOD CHEMISTRIES 
Selected nonhemolyzed blood plasma samples (n=10) from each group in 
the study were analyzed for blood urea nitrogen (BUN), glutamic oxalo­
acetic transaminase (GOT), glutamic pyruvic transaminase (GPT), creatine 
phosphokinase (CPK) and total cholesterol (CHOL). 
Urea, which is synthesized in the liver and excreted by the kidneys, 
is a product of nitrogen metabolism representing about 45% of nonprotein 
nitrogen in blood. Increases in BUN may be due to dehydration, cardiac 
decompensation, increases in protein catabolism or urinary malfunction 
(Kassirer, 1971). Low BUN may be caused by overhydration or dilution of 
the blood sample by heparinized saline. 
GOT is present throughout the body, although especially high concen­
trations are found in the liver and heart tissues. Tissue damage results 
in a marked rise in GOT, the extent of the rise comparable to the extent 
of the damage. 
ûl+hotinh + h o hSnhoch + avo f r\i inH 4 n +Wq  T4>^o v * 
kidneys, quantities of GPT are also found in heart, skeletal muscle, 
pancreas, spleen and lung. Elevated GPT levels occur in hepatitis, 
mononucleosis and cirrhosis in addition to jaundice and hepatic congestion 
(Wroblewski and LaDue, 1956). 
CPK levels are of value in the diagnosis of destruction of skeletal 
and cardiac muscle (Forster and Escher, 1961). Elevated CPK levels can be 
indicative of progressive muscle death hypothroidism, and certain pul­
monary or cerebrovascular diseases. 
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Cholesterol and triglycerides are often elevated in atherosclerosis. 
Cholesterol measurements, in conjunction with other lipid determinations, 
are useful in the diagnosis of hyperlipoproteinemia or other diseases of 
the hepatic system or thyroid gland. Total cholesterol averages in all 
animals of this study were 66.0 mg/dl with a range from 51-99 mg/dl. It 
is likely, therefore, that neither exercise nor the method of termination 
had any effect on total plasma cholesterol. 
Blood analyses on ten selected animals from each group are summarized 
in Table CI. 
Animal groups were combined (n=20) to determine if there was a dif­
ference in blood chemistries between all ligated animals and all throm­
botic animals. No significant differences are evident for any analysis. 
Animal groups were then combined (n=20) to determine if there was a dif­
ference in blood chemistries between all animals in the EMG study and all 
animals in the FLOW study. No significant differences are evident for any 
analysis. Finally, due to the previous two comparisons, all exercised 
animals were combined and compared to all sedentary animals for differ­
ences in blood chemistries. The results of this comparison are listed in 
Table C2. 
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Table CI. Blood chemistries 
are meantSEM 
of each group in the study (n= -10) ; all values 
Test EXTB SDTB EXLG SDLG 
BUN (mg/dl) 24.7±1.30 26.0±0.84 21.8±l.n* 25.0±0.93 
CPK (lU/L) 33.3+7.95 133.2±32.1* 59.6+17.1 50.7+9.35 
SGOT (lU/L) 46.5±7.03 53.9+5.08 63.6±15.8 49.5+8.84 
SGPT (lU/L) 4.40±1.05 10.3±1.82* 4.2±1.08 6.9±2.25 
*Significantly different (p <_ 0.05) from unmarked groups for that 
blood analysis. 
Table C2. Blood chemistries of all exercised and all sedentary animals in 
the study (n=20); all values are meantSEM 
Group 
Test PR>F Exercised Sedentary 
BUN (mg/dl) 0.04 23.25±0.89* 25.50±0.62 
CPK (mg/dl) 0.03 45.45±9.67* 91.95±18.82 
SGOT (lU/L) 0.74 55.05±8.64 51.70±4.98 
SGOT (lU/L) 0.01 4.30±0.74* 8.60±1.46 
*Significant difference between groups. 
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APPENDIX D: COMPUTATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC 
ANALYSIS OF FATIGUING RAT ANTERIOR TIBIALIS MUSCULATURE 
The following program generated numerical and graphical data after 
A/D conversion of compound muscle action potentials. This program was 
developed with the aid of Mr. Paul Antol and Dr. David Carlson (Biomedical 
Engineering Program, Iowa State University). 
/ A/D CONVERSION WITH F0CAL8 
/ A/D CONVERSION WITH F0CAL8. 
6203 GDI=6203 
0000 FIELD 0 
1553 *1553 
01553 4453 4453 
01554 6213 6213 
01555 5756 5756 
01556 2000 2000 
01557 4761 4761 
01560 5536 5536 
01561 6311 6311 
2010 *2010 
02010 4453 4453 
02011 6213 6213 
02012 5613 5613 
02013 2200 2200 
0001 FIELD 1 
2000 •2000 
12000 6002 I OF 
12001 7200 CLA 
12002 1227 TAD K5AM 
12003 3230 DCA SAM 
12004 1231 TAD KSAMNO 
12005 3232 DCA SAMNO 
12006 6561 6561 
12007 TAD THRES 
12010 7510 SPA 
12011 5206 JMP .-3 
12012 6561 START, 6561 
12013 3630 OCA I SAM 
12014 2230 ISZ SAM 
12015 1233 TAD KSTALL 
12016 3234 DCA STALL 
12017 2234 DELAY, ISZ STALL 
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12020 5217 JMP DELAY 
12021 2232 ISZ SAMNO 
12022 5212 JMP START 
12023 SOOl ION 
12024 6203 CD I 00 
12025 5626 JMP I GO 
12026 2017 GO r 2017 
12027 1000 K5AM, 1000 
12030 0000 5AM, 0 
12031 7000 KSAMNO, -1000 
12032 0000 5AMN0r 0 
12033 7774 KSTALL, -4 
12034 0000 STALL, 0 
12035 7760 THRES, -20 
2200 •2200 
12200 6002 I OF 
12201 3207 DCA STORE 
12202 1607 TAD I STORE 
12203 6001 ION 
12204 6203 CD I 00 
12205 5606 JMP I BACK 
12206 1557 BACK. 1557 
12207 0000 STORE, 0 
The numerical data generated by the PDP 8a computer was then fil­
tered numerically from 5.8 Hz to 1.4 kHz to facilitate Fourier analysis. 
Fourier was implemented by manually entering amplitude and time informa­
tion of a periodically reproducing MuAP for a total cycle of one-tenth 
second. Fourier coefficients and both the amplitude and power spectra 
were then printed out on the tractor printer of the PET Commodore 2001 
mini-computer upon request. The amplitude and power spectra printouts 
were displayed in Part 1-Results and Discussion. The Fourier coefficients 
for both amplitude and phase information for the first 50 harmonics are 
numerically displayed in Figures D1 through D3 following the listing of the 
Fourier transform program used to generate these data. These tables are 
represented for three different states of muscular fatigue. 
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RAT ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS BY FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM 
READY. 
5 PRINT"3" 
10 PRINT" FOURIER SERIES ANALYSIS III " 
20 PRINT"EQUISPACED DATA WITH D(0)=D(M) FOR EXACT PERIOD." 
25 PRINT"DATA POINTS BEGIN WITH D(l) AND END WITH D(M)=D'::0). " 
30 PRINT"CHOOSE DATA DISPLAY OPTIONS BY PRESSING NUMBER KEY INDICATED." 
35 PRINT"DO HOT PRESS RETURN WHEN CHOOSING OPTION." 
40 PRINT" " 
100 REM DATA ACQUISITION AND NORMALIZATION, 
105 PRINT"PERIOD IN SECONDS IS";:INPUT T /INPUT PERIOD 
110 PRINT"NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IS" : : INPUT M /INPUT NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
l i s  H=INT(M/2) 
120 DIM D(M),DN(M),A(H),BCH),CCH),AN':H) 
125 PRINT"INPUT DATA POINTS BEGINNING WIHT DCi:>" 
130 PRINT" " 
135 F0RA=1T0M 




165 PRINT"DATA INPUT COMPLETE.CHOOSE OPTION." 
170 PRINT"1 REVIEW DATA" 
175 PRINT"? BEGIN COMPUTATION" 




186 PRINT"!" :PRINT"OPTION INCORRECT. CHOOSE 1 OR 2." GOTO170 
187 PRINT"3" :PRINT"DATA REVIEW" 




152 PRINT"D( "J; " >=" : D(J) 
153 NEXTJ 
154 PRINT"DISPLAY COMPLETE, DO YOU WANT A COPY. " INPUT A$ 
155 IF H»=" " THEN GOTO iy5 
156 .GOTO 880 /PRINTOUT THE DATA SET 
157 PRINT"DISPLAY COMPLETE. PRESS ANY KEY FOR OPTIONS." 
158 GETCf:IFC$=""G0T0158 
155 GOTO170 
200 PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE DISPLAY." 
202 GETC$:IFC$=""GOTO202 
204 B=0: PRINT"3": GOTO151 
210 REM COMPUTATION 
212 PR I NT "T 
215 PRINT"FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY IS" 
220 PR INT6.28318/T ; "RAD IANS/SEC OR".: 1 /T.: "HZ" 
240 PRINT" "•PRINT"***COMPUTIHG-PLEASE WAIT***" 














300 PRINT" ":PRINT"END OF COMPUTATION. PRESS ANY KEY FOR OPTIONS." 
302 GETC$:IFC$=""GOTO302 
304 GOTO300 
310 REM A(N), B<N> TABLE 
312 B=0:PRINT"!" 
315 PRINT"N"TAB(4), "A<N) " ; TmB(:23) ; "B(N) 
328 FORE=0TOH 
322 B=B+1 : IFB=21CCtTO360 
325 PRINTED TAB(4)A(E> ; TAB(23)E(E> 
330 NEXTE 
331 PRINT"DISPLAY COMPLETE. DO YOU WANT ft COPY." INPUT A$ 
332 IF A$=" " THEN G0T0332 
333 IF A$="Y" THEN GOTO 1500 
334 IF A$="N" THEN GOTO 335 
335 PRINT"DISPLAY COMPLETE.PRESS ANY KEY FOR OPTIONS" 
340 GETC$:IFC$=""GOTO340 
345 GÙTO800 
360 PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE DISPLAY" 
365.GETC$:IFC$=""G0T0365 
370 E=0: PRINT"3"•GOT0322 
400 REM C(N), ANGLE TABLE 
402 E=Ô PRINT"::" 
405 PRINT"N" .. TAB'::4::' : "C(N) " , TAB<23:'. "ANGLE IN PAD." 
410 FORG=0TOH 
415 B=B+1:IFB=21GOTO460 
420 PRINTG; TAB(4>;C(G): TAB(23); AN(G) 
425 NEXTG 
426 PRINT"DISPLAY COMPLETE, DO YOU WANT A COPY. " : INPUT A$ 
427 IF A$=" " THEN GOTO 427 
428 IF A$="Y" THEN GOTO 1600 
429 IF A$="N" THEN GOTO 430 
430 PRINT"DISPLAY COMPLETE. PRESS ANY KEY FOR OPTIONS" 
435 GETC$:IFC$=""G0T0435 
448 GOTO800 
460 PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE DISPLAY" 
465 GETC$: IFC$=""60T0465 
470 B=0: PRINT"H":G0T0415 
500 REM AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM PLOT ... 
505 B=0:PRINT"T 
510 PR I NT "AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM PLOT. FULL SCALE IS".:.PRINTZ 
515 FORP=0TOH 
517 B=B+1 IFB=21GOTO560 
520 F0RK=1T0(39/Z)*C(P) PRINT"*";:NEXTK 
525 PRINT" 
527 NEXTP 
523 PRINT"DISPLflY COMPLETE, DO YOU WANT A COPY.": INPUT A$ 
529 IF A$=" " THEN GOTO 529 
530 IF A$="Y" THEN GOTO 1700 
531 IF A$="N" THEN GOTO 534 
534 PRINT "DISPLAY COMPLETE.PRESS ANY KEY FOR OPTIONS" 
535 GETCf:IFC$=""GOT0535 
540 GOTO800 
560 PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE DISPLAY" 
565 GETC*:IFC«=""GCTC5S5 
570 B=0: PRINT"!":GOT0517 
600 REM POWER SPECTRUM PLOT 
605 B=0:PRINT"!" 
608 PRINT"POWER SPECTRUM PLOT. FULL SCALE IS";•PRINTZ12 
610 FORQ=0TOH 
615 B=B+1:IFB=21GOTO660 
620 F0RR=1T0(39/(ZT2))*C(Q)12 : PRINT"#"; :NEXTR 
622 PRINT" 
625 NEXTQ 
626 PRINT"DISPLAY COMPLETE, DO YOU WANT A COPY": INPUT A$ 
627 IFfl*»" " THEN GOTO 627 
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623 IFA$="Y" THEN GOTO 1800 
629 IFm$="N" THEN GOTO 630 
630 PRINT"DISPLAY COMPLETE. PRESS ANY KEY FOR OPTIONS" 
635 GETC$:IFC$=""G0T0635 
640 GOTO800 
660 PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE DISPLAY" 
665 GETC$:IFC$=''"G0T0665 
670 B=0. PRINT"!" :G0T0615 
700 REM DATA REVIEW 
705 B=0 :PRINT"T 
708 PRINT"INPUT DATA RB/IEW" 
710 FORU=1TOM 
715 B=B+1:IFB=£1GOTO760 
720 PR I NT " D c; " ; u ; " )B •; u > 
725 NEXTU 
730 PRINT"DISPLAY COMPLETE. PRESS ANY KEY FOR OPTIONS" 
735 GETCf:IFC«=""G0T0735 
740 GOTO800 
760 PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE DISPLAY" 
765 GETC$:IFC$=""G0T0765 
770 B=0: PRINT"T:G0T0715 
800 REM OPTION SELECTION 
305 PRINT"H" 
808 PR I NT "OPT IONS AVAILABLE" PRINT" " /OPTIONS AVAILABLE 
310 PRINT"1 A(N), BCN) TABLE" 
315 PRINT"2 C(N::'.. ANGLE TABLE" 
320 PRINT"3 AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM PLOT" 
825 PRINT"4 POWER SPECTRUM PLOT" 
330 PRINT"5 DATA REVIEW" 
332 PRINT" " 
335 PRINT"INPUT OPTION NUMBER,DO NOT PRESS RETURN" 
340 GETCf:IFC$=""GOTO340 
345 IFC$="1"GOTO310 /"A(N) ""B (N) "TABLE 
P® ifS='1"gotS /"c(n) ""angle-table 
RÀA ÎfS="4"K«0 /amplitude spectral PLOT 
865 IFC$="5"GÔTO700 /POWER SPECTRAL PLOT 
367 PRINT"!" /DATA REVIEW 
370 PRINT"OPTION INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED": PRINT" " GOTO803 
330 IF A$="Y" THEN GOTO 300 
331 IF A$="N" THEN GOTO 197 
900 OPEN 10,4:CMD10 
9S5 PRINTSIS,"DATA POINTS USED FOE THIS FOURIER ANALYSIS ARE: 
906 FOR J=1T0M 
908 PRINT*10, "DC " ; J; " >="D(J) 
910 NEXT J 
915 PRINT#10,"THE FUNDEMENTAL FREQUENCY FOR THIS ANALYSIS IS 
917 PRINT#10,6.28318/T;"RADIANS/SECOND OR";l/T:"HERTZ" 
920 CLOSE 13.. 4 
922 GOTO 19" 
1500 OPEN 10,4 CMD 10 
1505 PRINT#10, "N" ; TAB( 10)"A(N) "TAB(33) ; "BCN) " 
1510 FOR E=0TOH 
1515 PRINT#10, EJ TAB(4) ; A(E) ; TAB(23)BCE) 
1520 NEXT E 
1525 CLOSE 10,4 
1530 GOTO 335 
1600 OPEN 10,4 CMD 10 
1605 PRINT#10, "N";TAB<10).: "C(N)";TAB(33) "ANGLE IN RADIANS. " 
1610 FOR G=0TOH 
1615 PR I NT# 10, G ; T AB 4 y: C ( G ) : T AB ( 23 ; AN ( G ) 
1620 NEXT G 
1625 CLOSE 10,4 
1630 GOTO 430 
1700 OPEN 10,4:CMD 10 
143  
1705 PRINT#10,"AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM PLOT.FULL SCALE IS";:PRINT#1R.Z 
1710 FOR P=0TOH 
1711 FOR K=1T0(39/Z)*C(P):PRINT#10,: 
1720 NEXT K 
1721 PRINT*10," 
1725 NEXT P 
1730 CLOSE 10.. 4 
1735 GOTO 534 
i;e0 CFEN 10,4:CMD 10 
1305 ;= INT^10, "POWER SPECTRAL PLOT, FULL SCALE IS" ; • PRIHT#10..Z*Z 
1S15 FOR Q=0TOH 
1315 FOR R=l-O':'39.-'(:*Z)).t<C(Q)*C(Q)):PRINT#10, 
1320 HEXT R 
1321 ?RINT#10.. " 
1325 NEXT Q 
1330 CLOSE 10,4 
1335 GOTO 630 
Figure D1. Fourier transform information generated for the first 50 harmonics of three normal 












































































































































































































































































































































































Figure D2. Fourier transform information generated for the first 50 harmonics of three muscle 
compound action potentials (50 to 75% of normal contractile force) 
N C<N> ANGLE IH RADIANS. C<H) 
0 13.6859504 0 14; 265625 
1 18.8636793 -.168324162 30.9369544 
2 12.356432 -.916973014 28.9764018 
3 12.4982511 1.49555301 17.8258286 
4 17.0805051 -.678271215 14.3977173 
5 15.2723261 -.12868975 . 13.5415758 
6 10.2179076 .187472623 12.8523914 
7 8.58564341 .233794133 12.5103473 
3 9.12603404 .123336928 10.3910228 Q 10.2000652 .397430268 7.96977753 
ID 10.442117 .731424676 4.87538763 
1 1 8.67182748 .929440033 6.3424583 
12 6.76856937 1.06527843 7.39775153 
13 5.18150995 1.02263486 7.64970148 
14 5.86201106 1.12676894 7.52901366 
15 5.8153364 1.17603102 5.65120055 
16 5.3089959 1.48690207 2.71554173 
17 4.41291275 -1.35316111 .325018392 
18 3.11788918 -1.14707935 2.17411694 
19 2.47652493 -1.05593511 3.10485501 
20 2.54840978 -1.00933243 4.76343982 
21 2,52866903 -.752172221 4.51403483 
22 2.28216167 -.426216682 4.03445289 
23 2.17915637 -.0392437326 3.33445742 
24 1.52736231 .127511915 1.6064415 
25 1.70729283 .484460454 .797709351 
26 1.75197258 .332970718 1.25162942 
27 1.90165952 .507272326 2.24220095 
28 1.96047538 .80769805 2.94863247 
29 2.18905196 .974935897 2.59154498 
30 1.84682748 1.15333269 2.69936811 
31 1.71922321 1.3113247 1.78595626 
32 I.58090406 1.19820529 .716863391 
33 1.60330598 1.30239561 .805017331 
34 1.75259307 1.38253996 .758955271 
35 1.77571695 -1.50462566 1.85941462 
36 1.63195275 -1.39479679 1.8789244 
37 1.25663924 -1.58139989 1.6434477 
58 1.38563223 -1.36146494 1.80044595 
59 1.35532845 -1.3972164 1.06237906 
40 1.30014665 -1.16446918 .651037537 
41 1.16580415 -1.06277363 .410597352 
42 1.01688843 -.839980165 .715616095 
43 .814514326 -.936029558 1.2211335 
44 .755050171 -.924321907 .399132526 
45 .694094766 -.763812975 1. 11857709 
46 .349925722 -.651058925 .857219225 
47 .723691629 -.284873003 ,401674275 
48 .385263075 -.371777135 .519537742 
49 .382347782 -.185001319 .172569503 
50 .414460209 -.475478848 .514144132 


























































































































































Figure D3. Fourier transform information generated for the first 50 harmonics of three compound 























































































































































































































































































































ANGLE IN RADIAN 
0 
-.0916438263 
1.31040282 
-.916928448 
-.218297544 
-.0768482631 
1.16609899 
-1,52975076 
-1.11813262 
-.357350347 
-.874219047 
.187597342 
.429562433 
.793363661 
1.01711907 
.31739316 
-.935084799 
-.857689151 
-.574338971 
-.314526148 
-.612667824 
.680365197 
.932308023 
1.14447317 
1.44141811 
-1.44630308 
-.887998095 
.691131644 
-.390233218 
-.272320029 
.260961403 
.859072061 
.767742299 1.1011608 
1.25083742 
1.02031234 
-.599926009 
-.65789845 
-.391889824 
-.365780606 
-.43627246 
.87345627 
.934830147 
.970937959 
1.33993143 
-1.56771239 
-.741478144 
-.800950754 
-.575297045 
-1.08241958 
.980165049 
